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1 Executive Summary
As specified on the Description of Actions (DoA) document, task T2.4 addresses Value Added
Services Design and Implementation Tools. Such services are key in supporting the EuTravel
ecosystem growth and development, by processing the data used and generated by the platform
and transforming it into different formats, semantically and structurally, consumable by both
machines as well as people. The concepts, designs and implementations presented herein, can
be considered as optional extensions to the EuTravel framework, non-vital in its operation, but
incredibly valuable in generating the notion of community as well as providing business incentives
to authorities and corporate entities.
The focus here resides on the specification and prototyping on a conceptual design level. Given a
domain model that combines the individual models of established transport modes, the goal is to
define methods and services, which, given the appropriate interfacing, can generate value and
facilitate the growth and establishment of the ecosystem.
The components specified herein target the benefit of the following parties:
• Transport Infrastructure and Service Providers
• Authorities
• Travel Service Providers
• Consumers
The above have been identified as the key participants of the EuTravel ecosystem. After an
internal research procedure that has been documented in Annex II, focus has been on three
categories of value added services (Chapter 3) that suit their interests; the first two are designed
as software components, consisting of an Analytics Dashboard and a mobile Travel Diary. The
deliverable includes a report on the state of completeness and compliance of existing travel
providers towards passenger’s rights in Europe, providing input for the specification of related
features for the front-end EuTravel travel planner, elaborating also passengers’ rights with
reduced mobility (PRM). The selected applications and methods are developed in the context of
the project, but can also serve as examples for travel service providers to develop and deliver
customised products and services to cater for any type of specialised multimodal travel need.
The second subtask includes the design and a description of the implementation for one of the
most critical components of the planning process, the optimization module (Chapter 4). This
module incorporates the impact of user preferences in the optimization process, the workflows
that cover the multiple scenarios that the Optimodal planning process consists of and lists the
limitations that need to be addressed, especially related to the data availability and quality, in
fully operational multimodal settings.
For the subsequent subtasks, Chapter 5 discusses how semantic annotation can augment the
usability and overall value of the EuTravel ecosystem, while presenting the two most prevalent
approaches on the matter, using ontological relations as well as the WADL language and related
research on potential application of semantic web technologies in developing value-added
services for the travel domain.
The deliverable includes the following Annexes:
• ANNEX I - PASSENGER’S RIGHTS IN POPULAR TRAVEL PORTALS
• ANNEX II - TRAVEL PLANNING - CURRENT STATE
• ANNEX III – TRENITALIA SERVICES FOR PRM
• ANNEX IV – ACCESSIBILITY OF SERVICES IN BARCELONA METROPOLITAN AREA.
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2 Objectives of work-package and task
The overall objective of WP2 – Optimodality Ecosystem Enablers is to architect the EuTravel
Ecosystem infrastructure and builds on the outcomes of WP1 - Optimodality Framework, while
WP3 – EuTravel Living Lab tests and validates the infrastructural components and project
concepts. The work packages relationship is shown in Figure 2-1 below.

Figure 2-1: Workplan Rational
Task T2.4 - Value Added Services Design and Implementation Tools aims to deliver an analysis on
the functional components of the optimodality platform that rely and extend the value of the
Common Information Model, which is the proposed domain model as specified in Task 2.2 and
acts as a superset of the numerous models that describe the different travel domains that
EuTravel is destined to address. The term Value Added Services is an abstraction for any feature
that is developed independently, but relies on data availability from the travel domain. In this
context, the single channel of data flow, as implemented in the optimodality platform, enables
these services to operate seamlessly by removing the complexity of transformation and
integration of fragmented sources of data.
This deliverable is very closely related to Tasks T2.2 - Ecosystem Specification and Prototype
Implementation, T2.3 - Unified access- cross-device - multilingual user interface design and
implementation, as they collectively describe the technical foundations that EuTravel is built
upon, but also to Tasks T3.1 - Modelling and Experiment plans - Scenarios and Use Cases, T3.2 Deployment of initial EuTravel Ecosystem and T3.3 - Living Lab operation learning, refinements
and reporting that are directly involved with the deployment of the ecosystem. Essentially, the
subject of discussion here is a collection of enablers that result in a more valuable ecosystem.
Therefore, the following tools and services utilise the Optimodality platform. The descriptions
provided satisfy the use-cases that have been communicated in previous deliverables of the
EuTravel project. Chronologically, the current deliverable depends on all other Work Package 2
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deliverables. This is expected since it builds on top of the work done as part of the implementation
of the EuTravel Framework and its core services. Beginning with Deliverable 2.1 for EuTravel
Architecture, the foundation of the ecosystem, defined inputs for the Value-Added Services.
Similarly, Deliverable 2.2, which documents the actual framework implementation, is equally
important, as it materializes the required back-end, or server-side mechanisms that collectively
form the EuTravel platform. Finally, the focus of Deliverable 2.3, the User Interface, serves as
another potential consumer of the work performed as part of Task 2.4. Therefore, the
interdependence of the invested effort throughout Work Package 2, evident in the final results of
the project.
Besides software components, this document includes an extensive report on how semantic
annotation through the use of an ontology, WADL representation and related practices can
augment the common domain model and facilitate queries, transformation and validation of the
integrated entities. Additionally, the chapter on Passenger’s Rights in the European Union
documents the research done on the level of coverage and compatibility of existing travel
solutions, commercial or not, with respect to travellers’ rights. An extended analysis on the
related regulatory landscape in Europe is presented in deliverable D1.2 - Policy, Legal and
Standardization Requirements Analysis Report, while this deliverable focuses on the rights of
people with reduced mobility (PRM) and the way information on passengers’ rights should be
displayed to the user to ensure visibility and clarity of travellers’ rights.
The Value-Added Services which are described in detail in the following chapters are selected as
a result of extensive research on existing tools in the travel industry that provide value to the
domain by enabling users to seamlessly organize, plan their trips or engage in social interactions.
More information on this research can be found in Annexes I and II.
The following section is extracted from the project’s Description of Action (DoA) and demonstrates
how each sub task of T2.4 is addressed in this deliverable.
Table 1: Deliverable’s adherence to EuTravel objectives and Work Plan
EuTravel GA Requirements
Reference Section in the deliverable
ST2.4.1 Design (model) and implement VAS for Chapter 3
Transport Infrastructure and Service Providers, Value Added Services (VAS)
Authorities,
Travel
Service
Providers,
Consumers
ST2.4.2 Design and implement optimisation Chapter 4
algorithms
Optimisation Service and Algorithms
ST2.4.3 VAS on advice on EU passenger rights. Section 3.4
VAS 3 - Advice on EU passenger rights
ST2.4.4 Implement semantic annotation of Chapter 5
travel services and data, allowing them to be Semantic Annotation of Travel Services
linked to each other ('linked data') and
facilitating the search engines and agents of
the Ecosystem to discover and compose them.
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3 Value Added Services (VAS)
3.1 Introduction
EuTravel Value Added Services (VAS) refer to specific integrated Optimodal tools embedded into
the EuTravel ecosystem, with a primary goal to extend the usability of the ecosystem's core
functionality by providing additional travel services to a variety of stakeholder groups. These
groups include transport infrastructure and service providers, travel service providers, and
authorities, as well as consumers themselves (travellers). The main purpose of VAS is to
customise, combine (aggregate) or otherwise add value to existing travel services.
The proposed architecture for the inclusion of VAS in the EuTravel ecosystem is based on the
coordination services provided by the properties of the “API of APIs” (Figure 3-1). The main
purpose of the API of APIs is to overcome the main problem that hampers interoperability in the
transportation and travel-related industry, which is the fact that access to the APIs of transport
service and travel service providers is hardwired to the applications of travel agents and other
system users. Its basic characteristics are initially presented in deliverable D2.1 where the
proposal of an API-centred travel Ecosystem architecture is analysed, while more technical details
on the underlying approach are further analysed in deliverable D2.2. With the development of
the Common Information Model (CIM), which is presented in detail in deliverables D2.1 and D2.2,
the proposed API of APIs finds the necessary common framework to unify all these
heterogeneous APIs under a common collaboration ground. It contains all the processes
(methods) that operate under the CIM framework. Thus, the API of APIs can be conveniently used
by front-end application templates to communicate indirectly with all necessary heterogeneous
APIs in a unified, homogeneous manner. Therefore, it is used by VAS to create service mashups,
while also feeding a chain of other Ecosystem services.

Figure 3-1. Value Added Services connectivity outline with the EuTravel “API of APIs”.
Figure 3-1 aims to show the data flow in the optimodality framework with the addition of value
added services. Specifically, we observe that the data is fed to the API of APIs infrastructure from
the Data Providers, from there it is forwarded to the consumers via the frontend interface, but in
parallel, any type of data managed by the API of APIs is communicated to the modules that
comprise the Value-Added Services, generating additional, useful functionality and business
intelligence, which is then fed back to the interested parties depending on the use-case. For
example, the mobile diary app, enables users to generate content by uploading photos, notes and
routes to the ecosystem’s “cloud” and proceeds to anonymize that data and generate knowledge
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from it by either making it shareable or anonymizing it and providing as input to the Travel Planner
module. Another example involving the Analytics Dashboard would be to pinpoint the most
popular travel destinations for a given period, or the percentage of bookings made from a given
GDS.

3.2 VAS 1 – Analytics and Business Intelligence Dashboard
3.2.1 Description of Service
As initially stated in EuTravel deliverable D2.1, Business functions of the proposed VAS to each
stakeholder group include the following:
•

•

•

Transport Infrastructure Providers and Transport Service Providers:
o Centralised management services of transport infrastructure (Ferry, Rail, Coach,
Air)
o Optimodal route management services to minimise transfer time between
modes
o Fleet management services
o Integrated logistics services incorporating carbon footprint estimation
mechanisms
o Data analytics services to facilitate modelling and optimization of demand,
capacity, schedules, cost, revenue
Travel Service Providers:
o Real time data collection services, across all modes
o Optimodal real time data analysis for optimal use of road, traffic and travel data
and passenger profiles
o Dynamic Optimodal planning, booking and scheduling services based on realtime data including modification possibilities.
o Integrated ticketing and electronic payment services with a single booking
confirmations and/or transaction
o Enhanced transit/ customer relationship management
Authorities:
o Optimodal planning services for transport officials to formulate and implement
plans to respond to mobility requirements and improve passenger experiences
o Efficient Air, Road, and Rail traffic management services
o Shared Optimodal system-wide performance services

The main value-added service available in the EuTravel ecosystem is an Analytics and Business
Intelligence Dashboard for developing and displaying multimodal travel-related reports and
analytics to any interested stakeholder. The main design approach of the service is based on the
following principles:
•
•

It is designed for all stakeholders (Data Providers and Service providers) with different
features depending on the use case
It enables connectivity with other EuTravel software components, such as the API
registry, the Traveller Mobile App VAS (presented in next subsection), etc.
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The processed information provided by the dashboard is based on the estimation and analysis of
meaningful and insightful metrics that emerge from actual usage of the Optimodal Framework.
Some of its main features and capabilities are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enterprise reporting tool, responsive and accessible from all devices
Processes data from user behaviour
Performance evaluation of offered solutions
User profiling implementation for service self-improvement
Recording and improvement of accuracy of displayed data
Modelling and optimization facilitation of business aspects
Service self-improvement with input from partners

Thus, stakeholders can benefit from the usage of the dashboard in various ways, including the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They can compare the effectiveness of the proposed solutions, so that they can assess
their optimality based on specific conditions and requirements
They can compare usage per medium and extract relevant statistics
They can obtain access to anonymised user-generated data and apply data analytics to
extract useful metadata and transportation-related patterns
They can monitor customisable Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
They can have a better knowledge of the user-base and perform pattern extraction from
use behaviour, so that they can take more informed business decisions
They can have a better be improved with input from partners
They can compare the quality and performance of their own services with those of other
data providers
They can improve their existing models to optimise demand, cost, and revenues

3.2.2 Design
Figure 3-2 shows the general architecture for the operation of the application that generates and
reports the travel-related analytics to the stakeholders. The application uses the single interface
provided by the “API of APIs” to collect all necessary user-generated data, and uses that data to
dynamically estimate appropriate metrics. It subsequently generates the reports and analytics
which are provided through the dashboard to the relevant stakeholders. Thus, the “API of APIs”
operates as the only required intermediate between both consumers and different stakeholders,
enabling in this way the interoperability of services across the Ecosystem. The domain model of
the VAS is presented in Figure 3-3. The model contains the following basic classes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service
ServiceLog
LogEntity
ServiceMetric
Person
ServiceType
ServiceStatistics
Organization
UserPreference
UserPreferenceType
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Figure 3-2. Reporting application architecture diagram
Figure 3-2 emphasises on the data flow generated from the analytics dashboard. We can see that
the central data store that exposes the API of APIs, receives scheduling data from the travel
providers as well as user preferences, browsing patterns, recurring behaviours, popular POIs etc.
from the end users and reports it back to the business partners via the Analytics Dashboard.
Figure 3-3 below, shows a class diagram using Common Information Model terms that allows the
generation and consumption of knowledge for this service. The root object is the Service, which
is an abstraction for any type of data store, be it a web service, a file or a data feed. In general,
this model represents data stores available to the EuTravel ecosystem from third parties, so it is
indexed and searchable from the API Registry dashboard, the KPI Monitoring dashboard as well
as the Analytics dashboard that is specified in this document.
Each service is accompanied by a logging module for persistent communication and tracking
purposes, a collection of metrics as described in Deliverable 3.1, as well as a Statistics object
designed to cache the most frequently requested metrics for every service. The purpose of the
UserPreference object is to track the popularity of a specific user preference supplied to the
Optimodality Framework and subsequently to the external web service in absolute and percentile
terms.
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Figure 3-3. Analytics and Business Intelligence Dashboard VAS domain model
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3.2.3 Use Cases
The use cases that have been communicated and designed so far are the following:
3.2.3.1 Querying concepts of the Common Information Model
The concept behind this use case is that any stakeholder is able to perform queries and gather
business-critical information from the traffic that is aggregated through the API of APIs.
This functionality requires a Custom Query Language similar to SPARQL, which is designed
specifically for semantically augmented objects. The idea here is to extract SPARQL’s features and
apply them on our Domain Model and potentially the underlying Ontology, in order to be able to
extract business intelligence by performing meaningful queries on data. Its syntax resembles the
standard SQL syntax, with the limitations that apply to a Query-only language and can be found
in the following example.
USING <ModelName>
SELECT <Object1>, <Attribute1>, <Attribute2>
WHERE <Attribute3> <Operator> <Value>
The first clause, called USING, specifies the search space upon which performs the query. The
ModelName variable refers to a Business Model, or a Domain Ontology. It can be as generic or as
specific as possible, with regard to system responsiveness at all times. The search space should
be manageable to avoid any disruption to the main service, so, especially for the early stages of
the living labs, it should remain limited to a few basic entities. The parameters following the
SELECT clause can either be whole objects or distinct attributes, as long as they adhere to the
permission scheme. Finally, queries can be fine-tuned with the WHERE clause which is followed
by a number of conditionals in the form <Attribute3> <Operator> <Value>. Again here,
the Attribute can be a valid member of the objects under question and the Value can be a
variable of type Boolean, Decimal, or String. These conditionals apply filters to the query,
resulting in fewer results. The available Operators can be found at the following table:
Table 2- Operators available in the Domain Query Language
==
!=
<
>
<=
>=

Equal
Not Equal
Less
Greater
Less or Equal
Greater or Equal

In order for this service to fulfil its purpose and actually provide value to the users, it needs to be
complete enough, in terms of available concepts and criteria to achieve filtering. Additional
queries can be designed to meet specific stakeholder requirements
3.2.3.2 Observation and analysis of user preferences
Another valuable addition to the set of services is the availability of anonymized data that is
extracted from user profiling. At this stage the techniques that enable us to provide this data are
data logging and traffic monitoring. The basis of communication between software components
over a network follows the paradigm of request and response. Each request transmitted during
the planning or shopping stage, contains the user preferences that affect the returned results, as
described in the following paragraphs.
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These user preferences are the matter of importance here. In a multimodal setting, obtaining
statistical information regarding the settings that people use when planning their journeys is
crucial. This information, combined with a user profile categorization, can be extremely useful in
making business decisions and this is the reasoning behind deciding to implement this service.
The process behind obtaining access to this information is straightforward. The user has to click
on the “User Preferences” button located at the main menu of the Analytics Dashboard which
will take him/her to the respective view. At this point, the user is presented with all the
information available at the given moment in time, which can vary depending on the
authorization level.
3.2.3.3 Metric monitoring
The purpose here is to enable the user to access some of the most valuable metrics. This is subject
to the nature of the user, so the type of metrics are defined appropriately. Since many of the
measurements can override with the KPIs defined in deliverable 3.1 with minimal alterations, the
goal is to make a modular and flexible implementation in the KPIs, so that they can provide
meaningful results to users of different interests (transport service operators, authorities, etc).
An example that covers this use-case, is when the user comes from a specific data provider, and
is interested specifically for metrics that regard the traffic from and towards his data store. In
terms of user interface, the monitoring takes place at a separate screen, accessible from the main
menu.

3.2.4 Implementation
The analytics and business intelligence dashboard is deployed through a website which provides
a customisable interface that can be used to generate powerful queries on business entities and
display various graphical representations of data. The figures below contain some of the
developed graphic representations of the available data. Additional KPIs and metrics can be
designed and added to the dashboard.

Figure 3-4. Analytics and Business Intelligence VAS Dashboard homepage
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Figure 3-5. Dashboard view – Service Interruptions

Figure 3-6. Dashboard view – Booking Response Time

Figure 3-7. Dashboard view – Average afterwork time
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3.3 VAS 2 – Mobile application enabling user engagement and feedback
3.3.1 Description of Service
A mobile application enabling user engagement and feedback was developed in the form of a
Travel Diary mobile application, which constitutes another value-added service incorporated in
the EuTravel ecosystem. The specific mobile application consists of a door-to-door information
system with the ability to associate places with notes and photos and to enhance travel
experience with personalised recommendations and feedback based on knowledge acquired by
user engagement. In addition, it provides incentives to encourage multimodal travelling options
through gamification concepts, such as “Achievements”. The functionality of the application is
enriched with the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed trip history
Like / Dislike visited places and Points of Interest (POIs)
Distance travelled per medium - CO2 emissions monitor
Add photos & notes to visited places and POIs in the form of a diary
Show time & money saved by using the Optimodal framework
Create incentives to support multimodal travel
Data extraction capability, limiting the dependence on third party apps

3.3.2 Design
Figure 3-8 shows the general structure of the operation of the mobile app VAS within the EuTravel
Ecosystem. The “API of APIs” is used for the collection of valuable metadata through the
information produced by the usage of the mobile app by the consumers, e.g., likes, existing trips,
user profiling and behaviour, etc. This app-generated content enriches the existing knowledge of
the Optimodality Framework, producing more sophisticated and accurate information about
possible POIs, places and/or products. This enhanced information is retrieved by the mobile app
using the “API of APIs”, increasing the performance of its operation towards the fulfilment of
consumers' needs.

Figure 3-8. Mobile application architecture diagram
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The domain model of the Travel Diary VAS is presented in Figure 3-9. The model contains the
following basic classes:
• Person
• Device
• DiaryApplication
• OperatingSystem
• Photograph
• GeoCoordinates
• PlaceOfInterest
• Leg
• Trip
• Route
• Preference
• PreferenceType

Figure 3-9. Travel Diary VAS domain model
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3.3.3 Use-cases
The “door-to-door” type of information system implemented in the mobile application has the
ability to associate places with notes and photos, and also to enhance travel experience with
personalised recommendations and feedback based on knowledge acquired by user engagement
(Figure 3-10). Ways to provide further incentives to encourage multimodal travelling options
through several gamification approaches, such as “Achievements”, are discussed in section 3.3.5
and are shown in the mock-ups in Figure 3-14.
This results in the active involvement from the user, who is exposed to a rich source of
information and can contribute in its extension with original content. Content like reviews, votes,
photographs and notes could be made public upon user agreement and be an incentive for the
support of the ecosystem we are proposing.

Figure 3-10. Travel Diary VAS mock-ups of basic features
The mock-ups in Figure 3-10 display the main screens for the application we have designed. From
the top left, the first is a view of the trip history, a personal log of the trips that the user has
already booked. The next is a view of the first trip, with further information on visited places and
the possibility of associating these places with original content such as photographs and notes.
To the right, we can see the detail view of a Place/Point of Interest (POI), along with any data
found online from open sources, such as Wikipedia or Google Images. The following figures
(Figure 3-11, Figure 3-12, Figure 3-13) present screenshots of the implemented app. The
application demo with indicative itineraries as implemented in the context of the project can be
accessed here through any mobile device (user ID: User, password: Administrator1@).
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Figure 3-11. Travel Diary VAS - Trip history

Figure 3-12. Travel Diary VAS - Map with added POIs

Figure 3-13. Travel Diary VAS - Options for adding content
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3.3.4 POI Management Approach
The management of existing points of interest (POIs) plays a crucial role in the operational
performance of the Travel Diary VAS. Usually POIs are complex data models with information on
specific locations. The POI data model used in the proposed VAS follows the one proposed by
W3C's “Points of Interest Core” 1 for representing information about POIs. It consists of a POI
entity and a POIs grouping entity. Each POI has a number of properties for capturing descriptive
information, along with a Location entity describing its location. In order to maximize the
flexibility with which POI, POIs and their sub-entities can be described, each inherits its properties
from a single common entity.
According to the “Points of Interest Core” documentation of W3C, the core data model consists
of the POIType entity derived and having child entities derived from an abstract POIBaseType
entity. This common POIBaseType allows the authorship, modification, and source of POIs to be
attributed at the POI level, at the child entity level, and at a group level through the POIs grouping
entity. Thus, The POIs entity is of type POIType and can have one or more children entities of type
POI. The POI entity is of type POIType and adds the Location entity for describing the location of
the POI. The Location entity is of type POIBaseType and provides a flexible description of the
location of a POI. A Location can be represented in a variety of ways, such as the geodetic
coordinates for the centre of the POI, civic address, line, bounding box, polygon, or undetermined.
A location is a required part of a POI and has child entities describing geometry, address or the
undetermined entity.
Child entities are constructed from primitive datatypes, POIBaseType entities or POITermType
entities have the following additional properties:
1. term: a machine-readable character string to designate any number of discrete choices
2. scheme: a URL pointing to the schema enumerating the discrete choices in term
Both the POI and POIs entity can contain any number of the following child entities:
1. label: a human readable label for the POI that can be discriminated with a term property
(e.g. primary, colloquial, etc.).
2. description: a human readable description of the POI that can be discriminated with a
language property.
3. category: there are many ways to categorise a POI. It could have a primary use, such as
restaurant or museum, a popularity rating, or a security classification.
4. time: a POI exists within a certain context. Time is one of those contexts. The POI may
have a known time when it came into being, and can therefore have a start date. The POI
might no longer exist at a known point in time (in the future or in the past), and therefore
have an end date. There can be even more complex cases, where a POI exists on a
regularly scheduled sequence of times.
5. link: adopted from the Atom link object, a link is a generic way to define a relationship
from a POI to another POI, or from a POI to any other web resource.
6. metadata: this is the place to attach formal metadata to the POI via reference or inline.
Suggestions for future travel apps building on the Travel Diary approach are included below, in
section 3.3.5 - Gamification. Furthermore, 5.3- Analysis of linked POIs, elaborates on the
enrichment of already available EuTravel ecosystem data with new data sources and the semantic
schema.org annotation of travel content and makes suggestions for further research in this area.
https://www.w3.org/TR/poi-core/

1
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3.3.5 Gamification
Figure 3-14 represents an example of how gamification could be implemented in the context of a
multimodal travelling app. The very concept of gamification incorporates the application of
practices commonly found in games, such as point scoring, achievements etc., to encourage
engagement with certain activities, services or products. The core idea has been around for years,
originating from the first interactive games; however, applying gaming concepts to real life
situations and scenarios has not been embraced until recently, with the rise of smart mobile
devices and the abundance of applications. The relationship most people have with their mobile
devices has become so complex and intense the past few years, that led marketers realize that
gaming has certain characteristics that can make seemingly dull services, fun and rewarding to
the user. During the past few years, many software-related corporations and organizations, used
gamification as a growth technique for their products, with very high rates of success 2.

Figure 3-14. Travel Apps screenshots of advanced features (gamification, ranking, statistics)
Gamification’s great advantage in crowd engagement lies in the fact that it is context-unaware. It
can be applied in virtually any domain or activity, and, depending on the expected goals, it can
yield impressive results. Specifically, in the travel industry gamification could act as a means of
rewarding eco-friendly transport choices, reaching younger users, while being careful to not
inadvertently encourage unnecessary travel.
3.3.5.1 Travel ecosystems growth enablers
It is widely accepted that people tend to stick to their habits or workflows in many scenarios,
especially when related to travelling. Whether its business or leisure, people usually have already
found their favourite operators, travel agents, trip tracking applications and stick to their habits
in most cases. So, in order to make a value proposition that does not get immediately dismissed

http://www.enterprise-gamification.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=160:thesap-community-network-how-to-use-gamification-to-increaseengagement&catid=15&Itemid=22&lang=en
2
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as “yet another trip booking application” be future applications could be enriched it with userfriendly, social features, that appeal to the modern traveller.
Indicative functionalities that could target a travel ecosystem growth and sustainability can be
summarized in the following:
• The ability to configure publicity levels for user-generated content, between private,
visible to friends and public.
• The ability to like and share user-generated content accordingly.
• The ability to earn achievements, as you complete various travel-related activities.
3.3.5.2 User-Generated Content
In the context of this report, we define user-generated content as all types of data or information
that has been originally supplied to the system by an end-user, primarily a traveller. This type of
information, can be either photographs, notes or custom places of interest.
Privacy and access control when dealing with sensitive user information is a key priority in the
light of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that will come into effect on May 25th of
2018. In order to avoid any privacy breaches, travel app developers should make explicit which
types of user-supplied information will be publicly accessed. Travel applications should state how
this information will be served to users, so that travellers are fully aware of the privacy terms
attached to their data. Likes and shares could be used in an anonymized, aggregated format, as a
means of exposing travel-related trends between user groups defined by age.
In order for an application like that Travel Diary VAS application to be functional, the user is
prompted to allow his mobile device to track his location. At this point it should be noted that
apart from GDPR, according to the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/1926 of 31 May
2017 supplementing Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council with
regard to the provision of EU-wide multimodal travel information services, where the information
service relies on the collection of data, including geo-location, end users should be clearly
informed about the collection of such data, the arrangements for data collection and potential
tracking, and the periods for which such data are kept. Appropriate technical measures (including
privacy by design and data protection by design features) should be deployed by public and
private data collectors such as transport operators, transport authorities, travel information
service providers and digital map producers to ensure pseudo-nymisation of the data received
from end users.
3.3.5.3 Achievements
Achievements are a notion that can become very impactful if used under the correct guidelines.
They are a way of guaranteeing that a user has completed a set of required actions in a given
context. An example of an achievement would be to “Visit the 3 largest European ports” but this
can be adapted in any way that serves the project goals and vision. In defining the available
achievements, it is recommended that application developers work in collaboration with both
domain experts and authorities to derive a list of achievements that promote greener
transportation, and support pan-European, multimodal travel in accordance with European laws.
See also related EuTravel white paper ‘GETTING THERE GREENER - Providing Incentives to Choose
Eco-friendly Transport Modes in Multimodal Traveling’, available on www.eutravelproject.eu and
the Annex of Deliverable D4.4. – Communications Programme.
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3.4 VAS 3 - Advice on EU passenger rights
3.4.1 EU Legal Framework
EU legislation has been introduced for each separate mode of transport to protect passenger
rights and ensure that a generic legal framework is in place; directives set out general rules to be
transferred into national law by each country as they deem appropriate. According to the EU
legislation, passengers maintain certain entitlements when it comes to information about a
journey, reservation, ticket fare, damage of baggage - or for the event of accidents, delays and
cancellations, denied boarding, or difficulties with package holidays. The aforementioned criteria
do not apply to multimodal travel since there is not any legislation yet for the whole door-to-door
journey. EU passenger rights are adapted to each means of transport, with some differences to
national exemptions, related mainly to the amount of compensation. The initiative to address
passenger rights in multimodal transport falls under the EU's transport policy. An extended
analysis on the related regulatory landscape in Europe is presented in deliverable D1.2 -Policy,
Legal and Standardization Requirements Analysis Report.
Consumer association BEUC (2014) are clear that “a European vision for a door-to-door
intermodal passenger transport information must be developed”. The European Disability
Federation (EDF) states that they “fully support the move towards integrated and comprehensive
multi-modal travel information and planning services (MMTIPs) as it makes travelling between
different Member States easier for all passengers.” (EDF, 2015). Having this in mind, it should be
emphasized that the right legal information has to be provided to the end user in a clear and
easily accessible way.
The criteria and conditions, set for possible compensation and assistance, are based on three key
principles:
• non-discrimination;
• accurate, timely and accessible information;
• immediate and proportionate assistance.
These principles are the foundation for the basic rights that form the core of the EU passenger
rights policy. At the time being there are no contracts or cooperation protocols between different
transportation vendors; EU legislation could act proactively in order to harmonize this critical
issue regarding multi modal travelling. This could reduce the administrative and legal costs (for
example less complaint handling) but would also minimize the liability risks between travellers
and vendors.
The most common problems a traveller faces, is the damage or loss of his luggage and most of
the times he is not aware of his compensation rights. For some of the transportation modes, if a
registered luggage is lost or damaged during the trip, the traveller is entitled to compensation,
with some exceptions regarding the rail sector where the luggage can be characterized unfit to
transport or has a special nature.
Another right that a traveller must always take under consideration, is the privilege of filling a
complaint in case he feels that the travel company has not respected his rights. The first thing he
has to do is to contact the transport company. If the complaint is not satisfied, a complaint may
also be filed with a national enforcement authority.
Disabled passengers and those with reduced mobility (PRM) (i.e., elderly or travellers with infants)
have specific rights as well, since the EU policy objective is to assist them to have the same
possibilities to travel as all the other citizens. Their reservations and transport cannot be denied
unless there are safety reasons or the specific mean of transport they have chosen cannot
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properly accommodate them. In a potential improvement of the EuTravel planner, except for the
forethought for person with reduced mobility, support for blind and low vision travellers could
also be considered. The following paragraphs present an overview of the current regulation
surrounding disabled persons (“DP”) and persons with reduced mobility (“PRMs”). In summary:
•
•
•
•

The EU is working towards a unified approach in terms of the rights of DP and PRMs.
The definition of DP under the current EU framework is generally the same.
Disabled persons and persons with reduced mobility have the same rights as all other
citizens.
Generally, a booking cannot be refused, or a passenger denied boarding on the grounds
of their disability or reduced mobility, unless on the grounds of safety.

There are several obligations that carriers must adhere to (Table 3).
In terms of general EU Disability Rights, the EU and most of the Member States have ratified the
UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UN CRPD). As part of this, the EU has
committed to create a legislative framework for accessibility in line with Article 9 of the
Convention. Whilst not currently in force, the EU is working on a proposal to introduce a European
Accessibility Act which will cover services relating to various forms of transport 3. This proposal is
part of the EU’s current European Disability Strategy 2010-2020.
To maximise the foreseeable use of travel information services by persons with functional
limitations, the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/1926 of 31 May 2017 supplementing
Directive 2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to the provision
of EU-wide multimodal travel information services, prompts travel information service providers
and Member States when implementing the delegated regulation to take into account relevant
legislation as regards accessibility requirements such as the forthcoming European Accessibility
Act. Furthermore, it is mentioned that relevant requirements should include the accessibility of
websites and mobile device-based services in a consistent and adequate way for users'
perception, operation and understanding.
The current key EU legislation relating to modes of transport are listed below. The majority of
these focus on the specific modes of transport, which are outlined in Deliverable 1.2.
•
•
•
•

Air – Regulation (EC) 1107/2006 concerning the rights of Disabled Persons and Persons
with Reduced Mobility on Board Aircraft;
Maritime – Regulation (EU) 1177/2010 concerning the rights of passengers when
travelling by sea and inland waterway;
Rail – Regulation (EC) 1371/2007 on rail passengers’ rights and obligations;
Bus and Coach – Regulation (EU) 181/2011 concerning the rights of passengers in bus and
coach transport.

Table 3 summarises the key requirements for carriers, which arise out of the current EU
framework.

3

http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1202&langId=en
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Table 3- Key Requirements of Carries for DP/PRMs

Scope

Sea/Inland
Waterway (“IW”)
1177/2010
Sets
out
the
minimum rights for
passengers
traveling by sea or
IW.
Applies
to
passenger services
where:
Port
of
embarkation is in a
Member State; or
Passengers
departing from a
Third Country to a
port in the territory
of a Member State,
if operated by a
union carrier; or
Cruise – where port
of disembarkation
is in a Member
State.

Air
1107/2006

Road
181/2011

Rail
1371/2007

Sets
out
the
minimum rights for
passengers
traveling by air.

Sets
out
the
minimum rights for
passengers
traveling coach or
bus.

Sets
out
the
minimum rights for
passengers
traveling by train.

Applies to:
Air services on
departure from, on
transit through, or
on arrival at an
airport in territory
of a Member State;
or

Applies
when
boarding/alighting
in a Member State,
where
the
scheduled distance
is 250 km or more.

Applies to licenced
undertakings only
(under
Council
Directive 95/18/EC
on the licensing of
railway
undertakings).

Passengers
departing from a
Third Country to an
airport in the
territory
of
a
Member State, if
operating carrier is
a
community
carrier.

Price of ticket

Reservations and tickets to be offered to DP/PRMs at no additional charge.

Definition

“‘disabled person’ or ‘person with reduced mobility’ means any person whose mobility
when using transport is reduced due to any physical disability (sensory or locomotor,
permanent or temporary), intellectual disability or impairment, or any other cause of
disability, or age, and whose situation needs appropriate attention and the adaptation
to his or her particular needs of the service made available to all passengers…”

Notification
Period 4

Passengers
to
provide notice of
need for assistance
at time of booking,
if known at that
time.

Passengers
to
provide minimum
notice of 48 hours
of the need for
assistance before
departure.

If you take the
booking, you are
responsible
for

Travel agents or
tour
operators
shall transfer the

Assistance needs to
be provided at least
36 hours before
departure to the
relevant party.

Assistance needs to
be provided at least
48 hours before
departure to the
relevant party.

Carriers, agents and tour operators should ensure that adequate systems are in place to ensure that the
DP/PRMs assistance requirements are sent within the deadlines set. For the purpose of this project
consideration will need to be given to who would be responsible for passing the information on to each
mode of transport within such deadlines,

4
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Sea/Inland
Waterway (“IW”)
1177/2010
passing
the
information
concerning
assistance to the
airport and the
operating carrier
within 36 hours
provided notice has
been given.
Passenger
to
receive
written
confirmation that
assistance needs
have been notified.

Accessibility
Information

Refusal of
Carriage
Exemptions

If no notice is
provided,
all
reasonable
assistance to be
provided to allow
travel if safe.
Access conditions
to
be
made
available by the
carrier physically or
on the internet in
accessible formats
and
same
languages as those
which are generally
made available to
all passengers.

Air
1107/2006

Road
181/2011

Rail
1371/2007

All
essential
information to be
provided
upon
passenger’s
request
in
alternative
formats.

To be provided
upon passenger’s
request.

notification
received regarding
assistance without
delay within their
normal
office
hours.
If no notice is
provided,
all
reasonable
assistance to be
provided.

Safety rules to be
made
publicly
available and in at
least the same
languages as those
which are available
to
other
passengers
plus
information on any
restrictions
of
carriage/mobility
equipment.

Access conditions
should be made
publically available
by
carriers
physically or on the
internet
in
accessible format
on request.

Information to be
available in the
same languages as
those offered to
other passengers.
General prohibition to refuse carriage, or to embark a passenger, on the grounds of
disability.
On the grounds of On the grounds of No refusal to carry No refusal to carry
safety
and safety
and unless on grounds unless on grounds
prescribed by law; prescribed by law; of
safety/access of
safety/access
or
rules.
rules.
or
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Sea/Inland
Waterway (“IW”)
1177/2010
If the design of the
ship,
port
infrastructure and
equipment makes
embarkation
or
disembarkation
unsafe.
Information to
be provided
following
exemption
exercised
Accompanying
Person

Inform reason for
refusal
straight
away and upon
request inform the
passenger
in
writing within 5
working days.
Carriers,
travel
agents and tour
operators
may
require that a
disabled person or
person
with
reduced mobility
be accompanied by
another
person
who is capable of
providing
the
assistance required
by the disabled
person or person
with
reduced
mobility.

Air
1107/2006

Road
181/2011

Rail
1371/2007

Inform reason for
refusal
straight
away and upon
request inform the
in
passenger
writing within 5
working days.
Carrier may require
an accompanying
person
to
accompany.

Inform passenger
of refusal in writing
within 5 working
days of refusal
setting out reasons.

Accompanying
person to travel
free of charge if
travelling
by
bus/coach.

Full cost of ticket
payable.

Cost of
replacement or
repair

no financial limit
applicable.

If the size of the
aircraft
makes
embarkation
physically
impossible.

Inform reason for
refusal
straight
away and upon
request inform the
passenger
in
writing within 5
working days.
Air carrier or its
agent or a tour
operator
may
require that a
disabled person or
person
with
reduced mobility
be accompanied by
another
person
who is capable of
providing
the
assistance required
by that person.

Carrier may require
an accompanying
person
to
accompany.

Full cost of ticket
payable.

Ferries – free of
charge.
Cruises – full cost of
ticket payable.
Assistance
Dogs
Damage/loss
of
mobility
equipment

To be in accordance with national law.
Compensation for
of loss of or
damage to mobility
equipment…
caused by fault or
neglect of the
carrier
or
the
terminal operator

Compensation for
lost or damaged
mobility
equipment
handled at the
airport or
transported on
board a/c shall be
paid in accordance
with international,
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Sea/Inland
Waterway (“IW”)
1177/2010
Replacement value
or cost for repairs
Efforts to rapidly
provide temporary
replacement
equipment which is
a
suitable
alternative

Air
1107/2006

Road
181/2011

Rail
1371/2007

community and
national law.
Montreal
Convention 1999:
Mobility
equipment =
baggage
Liability for carriers
limited to 1,131
SDRS unless
special
declaration.

It is evident that there are a range of obligations on carriers. In terms of transmitting the
information to the carriers via an online multimodal booking service, it is necessary for the service
operator to devise a strategy. If it relies primarily on aggregated content (i.e. GDS), the booking
process should ensure that the right information reaches each carrier for each required mode of
transport. Any portal providing multimodal travel options should contain information about
special assistance/impaired mobility and as these issues are subjective, either a special assistance
line would need to be set up or a delayed booking structure would need to be implemented in
order for each mode of transport to confirm that they can accommodate e.g. airlines have
restrictions in terms of motorised wheelchairs, ships have restrictions on impaired mobility
passengers in cases of emergency etc, so it is essential that each mode is contacted and the special
assistance is confirmed before proceeding.
Last, it is also worth noting that EU is working towards making regulation surrounding DP/PRMs
more uniform to ensure that any disruption assistance in not limited in scope for passenger with
impaired mobility. This is evident in the new Package Travel Directive 2015 and the proposals
regarding the revision of Regulation EC 261/2004.

3.4.2 Survey on Travel Portals
A survey on a number of travel portals, illustrated in Table 4, leads to the conclusion that almost
none of those had direct information concerning passenger’s legal rights. This fact can be
explained due to the lack of the booking process on the portal and the redirection to travel
operators’ online booking services. In some cases, there was information provided regarding third
parties, the accuracy of information and flight rights.
Table 4 - Travel portal websites, the presence or absence of legal rights and their nature.
Travel Portal
Name
RouteRANK

http://www.routerank
.com

Passenger
Legal
Information



At Which
Point



Other Information
Redirects to operator’s website
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Rome2Rio





Redirects to operator’s website

Vivanoda





Redirects to operator’s website

Waymate





Redirects to operator’s website

GoEURO





Redirects to operator’s website

Wanderio





Legal information and conditions of service at
https://www.wanderio.com/en/terms

https://www.rome2ri
o.com
http://www.vivanoda.
com/
https://www.waymat
e.de
http://www.goeuro.co
m/
https://www.wanderi
o.com

Third party website disclaimer about information accuracy, quality and compliance with the
applicable laws
TripHobo
Redirects to operator’s website / Extended


use of third party services (payment)
Expedia
Before
Legal information of services / No passenger

https://www.expedia.
completin rights information available.
com/
g the
• Flight Terms
Booking
• Hotel Terms
• Guest Charges and Room Capacity
• Notice of Liability Limitations
Triplt
No
Booking/Payment
for trial version – travel


https://www.tripit.co
organizer/planner
m/

STA Travel
http://www.statravel.
co.uk/



Before
completin
g
payment

Fare rules and Flight rights / redirects to
official EU website.
• EU Air Safety List (redirects to
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/mod
es/air/safety/air-ban/index_en.htm)
• Flight
Rights
(redirects
to
www.caa.co.uk)

In order to illustrate the significance of the EuTravel service regarding passenger’s legal rights and
point out the importance of such feature for future multimodal travel planners’ implementations
this document incorporates the regulation terms from some of the well-known transport service
providers (Annex I) - more specifically, Lufthansa and British Airways, from the airplane vendors,
Deutsche Bahn from the rail sector and Britany Ferry from the ferries operators. As it can be
readily seen, the passengers’ rights documented in their websites, are aligned with the general
EU directive but as expected, there is no consideration regarding a multimodal journey.

3.4.3 Information Provided through the EuTravel Travel Planner
Based on the analysis above, the traveller should have a unifying view of his legal rights regardless
of the transportation means he/she uses before completing the booking process. With this detail
in mind, the EuTravel travel planner interface provides to the end user all the available legal
information. According to the European Commission’s public consultation on a possible initiative
at EU level in the field of passengers’ rights in multimodal transport (period 23/02/2017 -
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25/05/2017) 5,responders overall consider that passengers are not well informed about their
passenger rights, not even on each mode separately.
The EuTravel travel planner provides an example of how legal information concerning
discrimination policy, injury accidents, reduced mobility passengers and lost or damaged
registered luggage and compensation issues (where applicable) should be made available to
passengers. EuTravel’s interface presents to passengers their legal rights according to the latest
EU directive for all the available means of transport, i.e., bus 6, rail 7, plane 8 and ship so as they are
informed and prepared for possible uncomfortable situations they might face during the journey.
In real-life applications and travel portals this information should be continuously updated
according to the regulations in place.
Nevertheless, even if the user has in his/her disposal all the information concerning legal rights,
this information is designed to act as a supplementary material since the liability regimes are not
fully aligned at each member state level.
The key (indicative) information provided to a passenger through the EuTravel travel planner
includes:
1. General Terms and Conditions of using the online service (Privacy Policy, Cookies Policy
etc.)
2. Price and payment
3. Cancellations and modifications (Delays, Denied Boarding etc.)
4. Refunds (including baggage issues)
5. Passport, Visas and Health Requirements
6. Travel insurance
7. Financial Security
8. Queries and complaints relating to your booking
9. Customer behaviour
10. Entire Agreement and Severability Clause
11. Law and jurisdiction
12. Complaints Policy
13. Special Traveller Needs
14. Specific rules of operators and service providers.

3.4.4 Use cases - Specifications
The aforementioned service regarding the display of legal information about passenger’s rights
can be proved extremely useful in all the use cases described in deliverable D2.3. More precisely,
a college student does not probably have an experience in travelling abroad and even though it
is not so reasonable to feel insecure, knowing his rights as a traveller will give him a sense of
safety. At any given instance, he can check whether he is entitled of compensation due to baggage
loss or delayed departure or if he is entitled of accommodation or extra meals for short terms
delays and gets informed about potential additional financial costs he might face. A pensioner
and an infirm couple can get informed about their right to special assistance provision due to their
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/passengers/consultations/2017-pax-rights-multimodaltransport_en
6
http://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/travel/passenger-rights/bus-and-coach/index_en.htm
7
http://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/travel/passenger-rights/rail/index_en.htm
8
http://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/travel/passenger-rights/air/index_en.htm
5
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reduced mobility. A simple example may include the right of having up to two mobility aids, such
as a wheelchair or a walking frame which is usually free of charge in most of the airlines. In any
case a passenger that feels that his rights have not been respected, should be in place to bring
the matter to the attention of the transportation vendor and if he thinks that the answer or
compensation (if any) is not adequate, contact the EU authorities. The specifications for the travel
planner as far as the display of passenger’s rights and other terms of service are summarised
in Table 5.

Table 5- Travel Planner Functional Requirements on passengers’ rights
a/a Specifications/Functional Requirements
1 General legal rights visible at any time to the user during the whole process that
• do not compromise safety and security
• are not anti-competitive between modes of transportation (equal treatment
whatever mode of transport the user chooses to travel by)
• balances contractual and regulatory rights, so as the user will be free to choose
the product and service level he desires
• are easily accessible from the user (part of the drop-down menu of the start
page).
All the below mentioned legal rights for the EuTravel users are available at every page of
the planner under the drop-down menu “General Terms & Conditions” as depicted in
Figure 3-15.
2 Connection with EU passenger’s legal rights for every transportation mean. The planner
redirects the user to the corresponding EU website where he can find all the available
information regarding the mean of transport he intends to use. This way, even travellers
with poor knowledge of the English language can read their rights and be informed of
their obligations and entitlements.
3 Assistance provided to disabled persons and persons with reduced mobility is a special
case of the EuTravel planner. Travellers with reduced mobility such as an infirm couple
or a pensioner, can choose the “Special Traveller Needs” menu and find out how he can
make his journey more suitable to their needs.
4 Information for lost luggage and compensation from the transportation vendor are
combined in the “Refund” and “Cancellations and Modifications” menus, where the user
can claim a refund from the transportation company, through the planner.
5 Information for filing a complaint to the transportation vendor and if necessary to the EU
authorities consists of a free area text where the user can describe in a simple way his
complaints and avoid standard forms with complicated information. EuTravel planner
acts as an intermediate node in order to facilitate the communication of the client with
the company. Once the complaint form submitted, user will get email verification and at
the same time an email with the complaint will be forwarded to an official EuTravel email
account in order to manually be sent to the company that is responsible according to the
user opinion.
6 Information about the compensation a person is entitled in the case of delay or
cancellation are addressed in the menu of “Refunds”.
7 Information about visas, passports and health requirements for any destination country
according to user’s nationality are provided through the IATA website 9. The user is
redirected to IATA’s webpage where he can fill anonymously the desired fields and get
an immediate and accurate response about all the required documents for the journey.
8 Data privacy protection for the users and anonymity promotion in case of data gathering
for statistical reasons is incorporated in the cookie policy banner at the top of the
9

http://www.iatatravelcentre.com/
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a/a Specifications/Functional Requirements
EuTravel home page and at the same time at the “Privacy Policy” menu. After the user
accepts the cookie policy, cookies are kept in the system until the session expired, where
in that case, the user will have to re-accept the cookies policy.
9 General principles and guidance to cope with disruptions and cancellation of the
proposed services is the content of the “Cancellations & Modifications” menu.

Figure 3-15. The EuTravel Travel Planer home page – Terms and Conditions
Particular attention is being paid to improving the situation of vulnerable groups of passengers,
such as those with disabilities, and passenger legal rights, which differ from one mode of transport
to another, the rights of passenger’s vis à vis service providers and vice versa, as well as the legal
relationship between different service providers, also in connection with passenger rights.
Journey disruptions, such as overbooking, long delays, cancellations, missing baggage, poor
service quality or even extraordinary circumstances unleashes a high number of disputes
between travellers and transportation vendors. In principle, EuTravel’s promotes transparency so
the necessary legal information is available to the user anytime, so he/she is fully aware of when
to file a complaint. This is imperative to all future multimodal portals, when the appropriate legal
framework is established. In this context a special area for filing complaints should be provided.
As in many transportation means, a free text area where the user can simply describe the
problems he/she faced is more preferable than a specific form that actually prohibits user to
continue. One of the main limitations of complaint systems relates to the collection of
information for enabling any decision. Claims and requirements are collected by a fixed-structure
template to be filled in by parties, regardless of their own narrative. This way, the burden of filling
additional forms of complaints will be significantly smaller and at the same time, handling the
received complaints will be faster and more effective.
EuTravel does not intend to impose additional complicated functional requirements but to
provide an illustrative breakdown about practical issues that rise inside the legislation framework
and to propose tentative solutions that will be harmonized with the passengers’ legal rights.
Last, in the context of the EuTravel online training programme (Task T4.1), two courses have been
designed and developed, elaborating passengers’ rights (see D4.1).
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3.4.5 Limitations and lessons learned
Overall, EuTravel promotes the fair and equal access to multimodal traveling. In the context of
the proof of concept, provision for special assistance has been included in the front-end design
(Figure 3-16) as explained in detail in deliverable D2.3 - One-stop, cross-device multilingual
interface.

Figure 3-16. Travel Planner Preferences - Special Assistance
Integrating, though, special assistance services in a multimodal travel planner, relies directly on if
and how these services are offered to passengers and importantly if information regarding the
accessibility of services is available through the APIs provided by the operators. During
implementation, it has become evident that PRM assistance information is not always available
in machine- readable format through the operators’ APIs or data sources, even if such services
are available. Indicatively, Annex III includes the description of the Trenitalia services, where
despite the well organised process, booking of services is not yet offered to travellers through an
online interface, and this information cannot yet be shared through an API in order to be used in
the EuTravel planner. Similarly, Annex IV appends information regarding accessibility of FGC
stations. Even if FGC is a highly accessible transport operator, integrating the accessibility related
information in the EuTravel dataset has been a semi-manual process (PRM-accessible station
codes had to be integrated in the optimiser manually, over the generic FGC GTFS dataset, after
analysing the pdf file).
Such digited information is mostly limited to flight itineraries, but even in this case does not
include details of the types of Reduced Mobility served (ranging from pregnancy to severe forms
of impairment) or the type of available assistance services. Naturally, these are subject to
specially trained personnel availability, service operation schedules, vessel compatibility etc.
none of which are constant or available in digital formats
The absence of Common PRM support data across modes and lack of consistency in how PRM is
defined (assist, walk, wheel, carry) and coded in data exchange standard messages lead to
inconsistent results.
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This realization highlights the necessity of the standardisation of PRM support messages. This will
also ensure PRM do not move away from the mainly current “call the vendor direct” procedure
to arrange bookable PRM services. This includes meet and assist, wheelchair and boarding
support. Sometimes these call services are available during restricted times only and less available
via the common 24X7 online booking systems which impacts the ability of any journey planner to
confirm an end-2-end journey before pricing and ticketing.
A dedicated Focus Group meeting was organised to better capture the challenges of PRM and
recommendations to be considered in future multimodal solutions, in cooperation with the
EuTravel Forum member Accomable, a UK based company specialised in PRM travel and
accommodation services. The description and summary of conclusions are presented and
elaborated in deliverable D4.2 – Policy, Standardisation and Research Recommendations. The
same deliverable incorporates suggestions of the EuTravel member React Technologies, a
company that supports and empowers people with increased accessibility needs and visually
impaired to navigate large venues and use public transport across the UK.
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4 Optimisation Service and Algorithms
4.1 Introduction – Service and algorithm design
The term Optimodal, which is they key term of this project, is an attempt to condense the extent
of the EuTravel framework’s value in a single word. We are referring to the optimal method of
integrating multiple means of travel information, such as availability, fares, social metadata or
even legal considerations, by abstracting this information through a Common Information Model
and, as a result, to extract optimised results for a travel query from point A to point B. Thus,
Optimodal travel implies that neutral itineraries are constructed according to user preferences,
including environmental performance.
The primary scope of the Travel Planning and Optimization Services is to answer the question
“How can I optimally travel from point A (source) to point B (destination) using a variety of
transportation means (Flight, Ferries, trains, buses etc.)”.
Nowadays, there are a lot of web multimodal routing services available, such as Google Transit 10,
Rome2Rio 11, RouteRank 12, Vivanoda 13, TripHobo 14, etc. presented in Annex II and deliverable
D2.3. The majority of the available web services use shortest path finding algorithms, such as
Dijkstra’s 15 algorithm, A-Star 16, or variations of the aforementioned algorithms which present a
number of limitations, as discussed in D1.3 - Technology Knowledge Base and Observatory.
Based on the research on solving directed graphs for the road network by using shortest path
finding algorithms, the multimodality can be achieved by expanding the initial road graph. The
initial road graph can be expanded by adding virtual nodes and edges on top of this, which are
related to the transport means routes. The result is the unification of the road graph with the
transport means graph, and the multimodal solutions are produced by applying the shortest path
finding algorithms in the unified graph (Figure 4-1). Despite the fact that these algorithms produce
one optimal solution, multiple solutions are required for the needs of EuTravel. The optimal
solution depends strongly on the different optimization criteria (i.e. time, cost, carbon emissions,
etc.), meaning that the optimal solution cannot be defined through a deterministic approach.

10https://maps.google.com/landing/transit/index.html
11http://www.rome2rio.com/

12http://www.routerank.com/en/multi-modal-multi-criteria-door-to-door-travel-solutions/
13http://www.vivanoda.com

14https://www.triphobo.com
15https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dijkstra%27s_algorithm
16https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A*_search_algorithm
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Figure 4-1. Unified Graph
The following diagram depicts the EuTravel Travel Planning and Optimization Services–
architecture. The components of the architecture are described in the following sub-sections.
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Figure 4-2. Architectural Diagram

4.1.1 Input Set
It is obvious that the primary input to the Travel Planning and Optimization Services should be
the definition of the source and destination points. There are several ways to define a
geographical location, either by providing the exact geographical coordinates (longitude and
latitude), or by providing a textual description of the points (i.e. country – city – street – address
– number, Point of Interest). At any case, the digital representation of the location in a digital map
has to be based on geographical coordinate format. For textual representation of locations, a
geocoding service has to be applied in order to produce the appropriate digital representation.
The Travel Planning and Optimization Services use geographical coordinate format. The
aforementioned services use Open Street Maps 17 as the base mapping system for the road
network of Europe.
Furthermore, there is a number of input parameters provided by the user in order to specify
his/her preferences, such as time related data, number of passengers, etc. The Travel Planning
and Optimization Services have been expendable enough in order to embed any criterion that
could be an optimization factor. Nevertheless, any additional criterion acting either as
optimization parameter, which “rates” each solution, or a restriction which may exclude one or
more solutions, can become a parameter for the Solution Ranking Module.

https://www.openstreetmap.org

17
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The Travel Planning and Optimization Services are based on the Service – Oriented architecture 18
and SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) 19, thus the input for each request is embedded into an
XLM SOAP envelope, and the JAX-WS 2.0/2.1/2.2 (JSR 224) standard 20 is being used.

4.1.2 Solution Ranking Module
A set of potential solutions is produced for each user request. The initial set of solutions may be
too large to be processed by the user and many of these solutions may violate some of the user’s
preferences. Thus, the solution set is processed in order to:
• Reject the solutions that violate the restrictions provided by the user.
• Categorize the solutions by introducing solution sub sets.
4.1.2.1 Solution Categorization
The introduction of the proper solution subsets and the solution categorization for achieving high
result diversity is indeed an unsupervised machine learning problem 21. Furthermore, high result
diversity is desirable in order to provide the user with a number of solution subsets, where a
solution for each set has different quality characteristics in comparison to the others.
For the needs of EuTravel, the two basic quality measures set initially have been the total travel
duration (time) and the total cost (price). A potential time-related categorization may be Fast
(Low total duration), Intermediate (Medium total duration), or Slow (High total duration), while
a potential cost related categorization would be: High Cost – Medium Cost – Low Cost. By
combining these two criteria, many more sets can be produced, such as Fast AND High Cost, Slow
AND Low Cost, etc.
Then, by following this approach, the system could reject a solution set with poor quality
measures, i.e. Slow AND Expensive. However, there are many more quality measures beyond
these two such as: number of travel means used, preferred or not preferred means (defined by
the user), carbon emission per means of transport, etc. At this case, the feature space is multidimensional and unsupervised learning techniques are applied. The introduction of fuzzy filtering
methodologies as described 22 23 could contribute to the definition of the fuzzy linguistic variable
for each category, where typical (k-Means 24) or fuzzy (fuzzy k-Means 25) can be used as base
algorithms for unsupervised categorization.
In practice, due to the fact that pricing data are dynamic, collected only after a shopping service
is used, cost (price) has been used only as a filtering criterium on the front-end of the travel
planner and does not inform the optimisation service results.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service-oriented_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SOAP
20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_API_for_XML_Web_Services
21
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unsupervised_learning
22
Result Diversity for Multi-Modal Route Planning, Hannah Bast, Mirko Brodesser, and Sabine Storandt,
Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg Freiburg. ATMOS, 2013.
23
Computing and Evaluating Multimodal Journeys. Daniel Delling, Julian Dibbelt, Thomas Pajor, Dorothea
Wagner, and Renato F. Werneck. Spriger Experimental Algorithms,Volume 7933 of the series Lecture Notes
in Computer Science pp 260-271
24
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means_clustering
25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuzzy_clustering
18
19
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4.1.2.2 Use of historical and user profiling data
Historical data are useful for category fine tuning. Solution categories produced during the Travel
Planning and Optimization Services operation are stored and used later as predefined ones in
order to reduce the system’s uncertainty. The usage of prior knowledge has been evaluated
during the testing period, where a critical volume of data was available for analysis. This is an area
for further research, employing also machine learning techniques in case of data uncertainty. The
same applies for employing user-profile data in order to provide personalized solutions.

4.1.3 Output Set
The final output set is produced after applying the solution categorization and the rejection of
the solutions which either have poor quality metrics or violate the user’s preferences. The
solutions are part of an XML SOAP envelope.
• Detailed information is provided for the legs of the solution, e.g. for a flight: Company,
number of flight (IATA), type of aircraft, direct/indirect flight and the number of stops, arrival
and destination time, CO2 emission estimation.
• If the journey leg includes driving as part of the solution, the proposed path is represented in
a digital map. The produced path is represented as a Polyline consisting of geolocated points,
together with the exact distance, the estimated driving duration, and CO2 emission
estimation.
• Solution ranking (Linguistic) indicator
A set of global system parameters have been defined by the system administrator. The number
of parameters and their relevant value affect the system performance. These parameters are the
following:
• Maximum number of solutions.
• Maximum number of categories.
• Include/Not include ranking indicator.
• Fields to include/not include in the detailed information for each leg (i.e. number of flight
(IATA code) is an optional information).

4.1.4 Concluding Remarks
The system is designed based on Java Enterprise Edition 26 methodologies and JAX-WS 2.0/2.1/2.2
(JSR 224) XML Web Service standards. GlassFish Server Open Source Edition 27 is the preferred
application server and PostgreSQL with PostGIS 28 extensions (open source) is the Relational
database management system. The software components are hosted into a Linux 29 dedicated
server.

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javaee/overview/index.html
https://glassfish.java.net/
28
https://www.postgresql.org/
29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux
26
27
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4.2 Applied Graph Transformation Approach
Common path-finding methods cannot be applied efficiently to typical transport graphs that
include road networks, although these graphs are ideal for road navigation systems due to the
excessive number of included nodes and edges (tens of millions for continent-size level).
Speedup techniques that require several hours of pre-processing have been introduced.
Expanding such graphs with public transport route information and timetables adds complexity
in both graph size and pre-processing effort.
We addressed the problem of finding multi-criteria optimal paths in multi-modal public
transportation networks for continent scale geographical region. The main result in this work, is
the introduction of a minimalistic graph structure that is equivalent to a much larger continent
scale transit graph, thus more functional for applying multi-criteria optimization algorithms.
Beyond typical path finding, trip planning applications are available, where a trip planner is a
smart travel assistance tool which provides pre-trip plan information to the traveler for the given
origin and destination stops. The usual area of application of these planners is urban mobility by
using public transport routing [15]. The urban mobility problem is applied to a scheduled-based
public transit network, thus finding the shortest path in such a graph is similar to finding the
shortest paths in a network with multi-costs constrained and time-window constraints. There are
several efficient algorithms for finding the K–Shortest paths [16] for urban mobility problems by
using highly efficient path finding algorithms, such as hub labeling [17], TRANSIT [18] and many
others that have already been used for path finding, for continent – size road networks. The idea
of delivering an Inter-City travel planner, which combines several modes like bus, regional and
high-speed trains, airlines and ships, is not just an upscaling of the initial problem where the
obvious challenge is the execution efficiency of already proposed path finding algorithms, but it
also incorporates several optimization factors. To the best of our knowledge, it is hard, even for
the most efficient path finding algorithms to produce multiple near – to – optimal solutions on a
large-scale transit network that is made-up of tens of millions of vertices and edges.
The basic concept of our approach is to introduce a restricted graph by transforming a graph into
a minimal transit network consisting of unique trips and their topological relation, in which the
basic structural element is the “trip”, as it has been introduced by Google Transit and the General
Transit Feed Specification [19]:
“A Trip represents a journey taken by a vehicle through Stops. Trips are time-specific - they are
defined as a sequence of StopTimes, so a single Trip represents one journey along a transit line or
route. In addition to StopTimes, Trips use Calendars to define the days when a Trip is available to
passengers.”
Each trip, which is also a graph by itself (Figure 4-3), represents a single vertex for our graph, thus,
the total number of vertices for a large-scale transit network is equal to the number of the unique
trips that are only a few thousands. In order to define the graph edges, we need to introduce the
concept of “proximity” between two trips.
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Figure 4-3. EuTravel Journey Planner Algorithm Visualisation
•

Each trip is a sequence of stops: S ∈ Trips : S = {s1, s2 ,  , sk }, si ∈ Stops

•

The distance between two trips A and B is the minimum distance between each stop from
trip A to trip B:

{(

)}

d ( A, B ) = min d ai , b j , ∀ai ∈ A, ∀b j ∈ B

•

Two trips are considered neighborhoods, if the distance between them is less or equal to the
system’s pre-defined threshold (DT): A == B ⇔ d ( A, B ) ≤ DT

•

𝐴𝐴 == 𝐵𝐵 ⇎ 𝐵𝐵 == 𝐴𝐴 Since either, the interchange station for trip A may not be a drop off
point for travelers, or the interchange station for trip B may not be a pickup point.
In any case, we calculate the distances for stations between trip A and trip B if there is a way
of transit between these two. For some transportation means (especially for busses) there
are several stations used either as pickup only or as drop-off only. The produced graph has to
be a directed one (Figure 4-4).

•

A == B, B == C ⇒ A == C
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Figure 4-4. The proposed route from origin to destination via two neighbouring trips
The resulted graph is highly connected, so we are able to move between different public transport
introduced trips using the pre-calculated paths, thus the proposal graph size is approximately 1%
(or less) of the initial graph size, with direct impact to the path finding efficiency (query time). So
using a simple path finding algorithm such as Dijkstra [20] with a worst-case complexity for a
graph reduced by 99%, we get a 200x speedup. For a given origin location A and a destination
location B, the path finding algorithm calculates an optimal path between them, where the path
is a sequence of road edges (segments) and segments correspond to the public mean routes. The
same path for the transformed graph is a sequence of neighboring trips that lead from the origin
to the destination location. Locations A and B are just geographical points and each trip is a graph
itself consisting of both points (graph nodes that correspond to geographical points) and edges
that correspond to the time duration for moving from a stop to another.
By using the GTFS abstraction of the “trip” as the key element makes the proposed data structure
easily updatable by any data source compliant with this standard. Moreover, we managed to
achieve relatively low preprocessing times; thus, this structure can update its data very quick and
it can be integrated into an on-line system. We also managed to achieve execution (query) times
bellow 1msec using typical (and relative slow) path finding. We suggest that by implementing
modern path finding methods with high speedup such as Contraction Hierarchies, lower query
times can be achieved.

4.3 Decisions - EuTravel Trip Resolving Service
Service type
Input
Output

Table 6 - Optimisation Service Input - Output
XML(SOAP) based web service
Geographical coordinates (longitude, latitude) for source and destination
location.
Transportation mean (include or exclude) – User preferences
A list of multimodal solutions for travelling from source to destination point
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The high -level output description is presented in the following sections:
Solution

•

The web service returns a list of solution, where each solution is defined by the solution class.
public class Solution
{
public int startDistance;
public int startDuration;
public int startCO2;
public int endDistance;
public int endDuration;
public int endCO2;
public List<FerryLeg> Ferries = new List<FerryLeg>();
public FlightLeg Flights;
public List<PublicLeg> Publics = new List<PublicLeg>();
public int distance;
public int duration;
public int CO2;
}

Each solution is assembled by three different lists related to the transportation legs: Ferries,
Flights, and train – buses
Buses and trains

•

public class PublicLeg
{
public int id;
public int type;
public string sourceCodeName;
public string sourceFullName;
public double lon1, lat1;
public string destinationCodeName;
public string destinationFullName;
public double lon2, lat2;
public int length;
public int duration;
public int CO2;
public List<string> stids = new List<string>();
}
id
type
sourceFullName
destinationCodeName
lon1, lat1
destinationFullName
destinationCodeName
lon2, lat2
length
duration
CO2

Sequence identification number: (i.e. id=1 : This is the
first segment (leg)
1: Buses, 2: Trains
Full name (source)
Codename of the source location (GTFS index), it could
be used as a database index itself
Coordinates (source)
Full name (destination)
Codename (destination)
Coordinates (destination)
Distance (length) in meters
Travel duration (minutes)
CO2 emissions (grams)

The stids list is related to the trip IDs (as defined into the GTFS: stop_times.txt file). Having in
mind that we can select one from several bus or train trips for traveling from point A to point B,
the user need to know, not only the scheduled time but also the identifier of the line itself.
The size of the stids list may be large enough and its elements should be used as indexes to the
stop_times.txt for getting the exact calendar data for each trip.
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XML output (trains):
<Publics>
<PublicLeg>
<id>1</id>
<type>2</type>
<sourceCodeName>830008409</sourceCodeName>
<sourceFullName>ROMA TERMINI</sourceFullName>
<lon1>12.502014</lon1><lat1>41.900635</lat1>
<destinationCodeName>830006725</destinationCodeName>
<destinationFullName>LIVORNO CENTRALE</destinationFullName>
<lon2>10.336519</lon2><lat2>43.553705</lat2>
<length>299290</length>
<duration>138</duration>
<CO2>10084</CO2>
<stids>
<string>9784-2822-0083</string>
</stids>
</PublicLeg>
</Publics>
<Publics>
<PublicLeg>
<id>1</id>
<type>1</type>
<sourceCodeName>57366E</sourceCodeName>
<sourceFullName>London Victoria Coach Station</sourceFullName>
<lon1>-0.149216</lon1><lat1>51.492668</lat1>
<destinationCodeName>E4019</destinationCodeName>
<destinationFullName>Paris (Gallieni), France</destinationFullName>
<lon2>2.41446</lon2><lat2>48.865195</lat2>
<length>384343</length>
<duration>525</duration>
<CO2>9548</CO2>
<stids>
<string>QG-AI</string>
<string>QB-AR</string>
<string>QE-AR</string>
<string>QF-BB-1</string>
<string>QH-BA</string>
<string>QI-AO</string>
<string>QJ-AL</string>
<string>QK-AE</string>
<string>QK-AL</string>
<string>QB-BB-1</string>
<string>QE-BB-1</string>
<string>QE-BB-2</string>
<string>QE-BC-0</string>
<string>QE-BC-1</string>
<string>QE-BC-2</string>
<string>QK-AD</string>
<string>QF-BC</string>
<string>QI-BD</string>
<string>QK-AO</string>
<string>QK-BC-0</string>
<string>QK-BC-1</string>
<string>QK-BC-2</string>
<string>QK-BD-3</string>
<string>QK-BD-4</string>
<string>QK-AN</string>
</stids>
</PublicLeg>
</Publics>
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•

Ferries

public class FerryLeg
{
public int id;
public int type;
public string sourceCodeName;
public string sourceFullName;
public double lon1, lat1;
public string destinationCodeName;
public string destinationFullName;
public double lon2, lat2;
public int length;
public int duration;
public int CO2;
public List<string> ferries = new List<string>();
}
id
type
sourceFullName
destinationCodeName
lon1, lat1
destinationFullName
destinationCodeName
lon2, lat2
length
duration
CO2

Sequence number
3 (Obsolete)
Port name (source)
Port Codename (Pharos code)for source, it could be used
as an index
Coordinates (source)
Port name (destination)
Codename (destination)
Coordinates (destination)
Total distance (meters)
Travel duration (minutes)
CO2 emission (grams)

The ferries list contains the ship names.
XML output:
<Ferries>
<FerryLeg>
<id>1</id>
<type>3</type>
<sourceCodeName>LIV</sourceCodeName>
<sourceFullName>Livorno</sourceFullName>
<lon1>10.30119</lon1><lat1>43.55112</lat1>
<destinationCodeName>BAR</destinationCodeName>
<destinationFullName>Barcelona</destinationFullName>
<lon2>2.17815</lon2><lat2>41.37433</lat2>
<length>708607</length>
<duration>2362</duration>
<CO2>8142</CO2>
<ferries>
<string>MV Ikarus Palace</string>
</ferries>
</FerryLeg>
</Ferries>

•

Planes

public class FlightLeg
{
public int id;
public string sourceCodeName;
public string sourceFullName;
public double lon1, lat1;
public string destinationCodeName;
public string destinationFullName;
public double lon2, lat2;
public List<DirectFlight> Dyesterday = new List<DirectFlight>();
public List<DirectFlight> Dtoday = new List<DirectFlight>();
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public
public
public
public
public
public
public

List<DirectFlight> Dtomorrow = new List<DirectFlight>();
List<TransitFlight> Tyesterday = new List<TransitFlight>();
List<TransitFlight> Ttoday = new List<TransitFlight>();
List<TransitFlight> Ttomorrow = new List<TransitFlight>();
int minlength;
int minduration;
int minCO2;

}
id
type
sourceFullName
ΦdestinationCodeName
lon1, lat1
destinationFullName
destinationCodeName
lon2, lat2
minlength
minduration
minCO2

Sequence number
4 (Obsolete)
Airport name (source)
Airport Codename (IATA code) for source,it could be uses
as an index
Coordinates (source)
Airport name (destination)
Codename (Destination)
Coordinates (destination)
Total distance (meters)
Travel duration (minutes)
CO2 emissions (grams)

Values minlength, minduration, minCO2 are the minimum ones for all the flights from port A
to port B. There are two kind of flights: Direct flights, that are being represented by the
DirectFlight class and Non direct flights, that are being represented by the TransitFlight
class. There are also three different lists for each category, the one contains all the flights at the
day that the user have chosen, and the other two lists for the day before and for the day after.
The time window might be extended as well, however it impacts the size of the XML output.
•

Direct Flights

public class DirectFlight
{
public int duration;
public DateTime startTime;
public DateTime endTime;
public string plane;
public string airline;
public int length;
public int CO2;
}
duration
Flight duration (minutes)
startTime
Takeoff time (source)
endTime
Landing time (destination)
plane
Type of plane
length
Total distance (meters)
CO2
CO2 emissions(grams)
airline
Airline (IATA code)
duration
Flight duration (minutes)
•

Transit Flights
public class TransitFlight
{
public int duration1;
public DateTime startTime1;
public DateTime endTime1;
public string plane1;
public string plane2;
public string airline1;
public string airline2;
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public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public
public

string viaCodeName;
string viaFullName;
double vlon, vlat;
int vwait;
int duration2;
DateTime startTime2;
DateTime endTime2;
int length;
int duration;
int CO2;

}
startTime1
endTime1
Plane1
airline1
Duration1
viaCodeName
viaFullName
vlon, vlat
vwait
startTime1
endTime1
Plane1
airline1
Duration1
length
CO2
duration

Takeoff time (source)
Landing time (transit airport)
Type of plane (First segment)
Airline (IATA code) (first segment)
Duration (minutes) (first segment)
Transit airport (IATA code)
Full name (transit airport)
Coordinates (transit airport)
Wait time (transit airport, minutes)
Takeoff time (from transit airport)
Landing time (destination)
Type of plane (second segment)
Airline (IATA code) (second segment)
Duration (minutes) (second segment)
Total distance (meters)
Total CO2 emissions (grams)
Total duration (idle time in transit
included)

airport

is

XML output:
<DirectFlight>
<duration>75</duration>
<startTime>2016-10-10T21:20:00</startTime>
<endTime>2016-10-10T23:35:00</endTime>
<plane>320</plane>
<airline>BA</airline>
<length>340000</length>
<CO2>40800</CO2>
</DirectFlight>

•

Travel segments between user’s initial location and the boarding station (where the longdistance journey starts) and from terminal station (where the long distance journey ends) to
the user’s final destination.

public
public
public
public
public
public

int
int
int
int
int
int

startDistance;
startDuration;
startCO2;
endDistance;
endDuration;
endCO2;

We are providing estimated distances only in order to calculate CO2 emissions.
•

Summary results
public int length;
public int duration;
public int CO2;
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•

Distances (D) between intermediate travel segments

We have defined restrictions related with the (walking) distances between stations (handover
points), thus travels where the walking distance is more than 500m (system parameter) are not
allowed (Figure 4-5).
D=minimum{walking distance x Changes).
Boarding station 1

Segment1

Boarding station 2

Terminal station 1

Segment2
Terminal station 2

Figure 4-5. Distances (D) between intermediate travel segments
•

Web service parameters

public SolutionList PlanTrip(double lon1, double lat1, double lon2, double lat2,
int bus, int train, int ferry, int flight)
double
double lat1
Double
double lat2
bus
Train
Ferry
Flight
PRM
Max

•

lon1,

Coordinates (source)

lon2,

Coordinates (destination)
Bus is allowed (0: no, 1: yes)
Train is allowed (0: no, 1: yes)
Ferry is allowed (0: no, 1: yes)
Plain is allowed (0: no, 1: yes)
Special Assistance (0: no, 1: yes)
Max solutions returned – defined by user, default: 10

Filtering

1. Time criterion (Quickest solution first) (Default sorting)
2. CO2 emission criterion (Less CO2 first)
3. Least means changes criterion (Least number of means first)
4. A more complex criterion: Least means changes + Least walking distance (for PRM).

4.4 Restrictions due to data availability, limitations and lessons learned
Data Availability, Accuracy and Correctness
A data-centric application with the scope of EuTravel cannot fully deliver on its promises without
having access to all the required datasets. Static data availability, such as station names, available
routes and timetables is essential, but it also has to be consistent between data sources to enable
long term maintenance. Moreover, the restrictions due to data availability can affect the
optimisation algorithm’s performance. The lack of dynamic data sources like traffic and
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disruptions alerting APIs is also relevant to the accuracy and performance of future route
optimisation services, especially in the urban context.
The route optimization for the geographical scale of EuTravel is strongly dependent to the quality
of the available data (GIS data, schedulers, cost information, etc.). However, until now, the
complete geographical representation of the European railway network is incomplete. Some
railway routes are not available in digital format. The geocoding of the majority of stations is poor,
and the schedulers are not always available. As there are were not sufficient data to use and test
all possible journeys across Europe, focus has been on collecting the datasets to test specific
scenarios. Thus, the EuTravel route optimization had to be flexible enough and capable to operate
with a minimal dataset. Also, it is expendable enough to incorporate new datasets that may be
available in the future. However, new data source migration is (at most cases) a non-automated
procedure due to poor standardization of such data. Regarding the Open Street Map data (GIS
data provider), it is well known that some information may be inaccurate. However, the data is
updated in a regular basis. For OSM data processing and data uploading to PostgreSQL format we
use Osmosis 30 which is a command line Java application for processing OSM data.
It has also become evident that it is increasingly difficult to maintain high quality, accurate and
up-to-date data in more than one place. This is a known problem in software engineering known
as the “single source of truth”, essentially indicating that there shouldn’t be more than one source
of information inside a single system since it will eventually pose a risk in the integrity of the
offered results. In complex architectures such as the EuTravel one, where multiple components
need a dedicated data source, there can be conflicts in what is considered “correct”. For example,
if two components source their data in different versions of the same timetable which might have
the slightest difference, given enough time, there will surely be problematic results in the offered
services. This has to be avoided at all costs as everyone should strive for the highest accuracy
possible.
Figure 4-6 represents an instance (June 2017) of the static data coverage (GTFS data powering
the optimisation service), though this information does not come from a common data source,
which may lead to inconsistencies. For example, in the case of Distribution schedules content (not
following the GTFS standard), ‘station pairs’ defining a journey leg, had to be transformed to GTFS
using the geolocation coordinates for the codes mapping. Such practices can be acceptable in a
proof of concept but cannot be reliable for operational systems as mismatches and inaccuracies
in journey planning may occur.

http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osmosis

30
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Figure 4-6. EuTravel static data geographical coverage – June 2017 (yellow: bus – blue: rail)
Location Coding
The realisation of a multimodal travel solution relies initially on the construction of the
multimodal itinerary, based on static data that describe the stops or transit points or locations.
The absence of a common location code definition across modes (IATA 3 alpha, ICAO 4 alpha,
Rail 9 Numeric etc.) in combination with inconsistent geolocation code referencing
(longitude/latitude), adds barriers to the journey planning algorithms and can lead to erroneous
results.
Data related to Environmental Performance
As also discussed in D2.2, the required data for accurately calculating C02 emissions per
multimodal itinerary would be
a) a geographic trail of each itinerary or a valid estimation of the overall distance,
b) the average carbon emission rate of each vessel per kilometre and
c) a way to quantify it based on its load average or number of passengers.
The first type of information (a), unfortunately, is not fully available in the provided datasets.
Itinerary trail and distance especially for air and ferry are corporate knowledge, mainly for
security reasons, but rail and coach itineraries can be reproduced using current map technologies.
This causes the system to only be able to obtain partial knowledge.
For the itineraries where the data was unavailable, distance was estimated to follow a direct line
between the transit points, taking into account the spherical figure of the Earth. Static trail
itineraries enabled more detailed estimations leading to more accurate results on that end.
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The average carbon emission per vessel (b) is another challenging area. Datasets are available
online, but they are based on research papers4 and authority reports5 and do not always contain
all required information. Additionally, depending on the type of the vessel, the load factor (c) and
weather conditions can dramatically affect the carbon emissions, but this information is not
available.
Therefore, the displayed carbon emissions as retrieved from the optimization module do not take
this under consideration. With these factors considered, carbon emission is calculated using the
formula of distance in kilometres * CO2 emission per kilometre, harnessing all the available
information to make this estimation as accurately as possible.
Information about PRM services availability
Limitationsection 3.4.5, the absence of Common PRM support data across modes and lack of
consistency in how PRM is defined (assist, walk, wheel, carry) and coded in data exchange
standard messages lead to inconsistent results.
Estimation of Minimum Connection Times (MCT)
Deliverable D2.2: Ecosystem Specification and Prototype Implementation, elaborates in detail the
lack of MCT across modes. This has been tackled mostly in the flight and rail domains but when
considering cross-mode travel, the limitations are serious. Overall, the absence of key connection
data (walk, bus, metro times etc) at change points impacts journey planners’ ability to offer true
end-to-end journey times, conduct segment continuity checks and offer fully supported PRM
responses. The delivery of a new multi modal minimum connect time (MMMCT) system offering
static and dynamic MMMCT data is a key component to any fully operational solution to ensure
Optimal journeys and support also booking changes when MMMCT data is dynamically changed.
EuTravel project implementation conclusions reinforces the need for all service providers to make
available their data through APIs in a standardised way to enable the realisation of a fully
functional Optimodal European system. Another potential solution to address these challenges
in an efficient way, could be the establishment of a EU Multi Modal Agency to manage the
cohesion between multiples of data standards, systems and transport suppliers in particular
relating to data exchange information as a framework towards single ticketing and the creation
of a multi modal common data exchange standards roadmap. This is further elaborated in
Deliverable D4.2 – Policy, Standardisation and Research Recommendations in the light of The
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/1926 of 31 May 2017 supplementing Directive
2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to the provision of EUwide multimodal travel information services.
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5 Semantic Annotation of Travel Services
The EuTravel project aims at delivering an ecosystem promoting and supporting Optimodal travel
enabling on one hand travellers to easily organize door-to-door pan European trips, and on the
other hand multimodal travel service providers to easily provide customized, Optimodal services
to their customers. Such an ecosystem should enable on one hand travels to easily discover and
consume travel services, and on the other the hand service providers to quickly integrate various
travel services into new ones as well as to easily customize such services in order to fit the various
specific needs of travels. We argue that semantics could play a key role in achieving this goal.
In this section we propose two approaches on how to semantically describe travel services which
is the basis for developing scalable means for service delivery (service discovery, composition,
invocation, etc.). The first approach proposes the use of schema.org Actions to achieve this. The
second approach is based on the extension of the Web Application Description Language (WADL)
standard. WADL application/service metadata can be stored in registries from where they can be
discovered by appropriate search techniques. This work was carried out under task ST2.4.4
(Implement semantic annotation of travel services and data, allowing them to be linked to each
other (‘linked data’) and facilitating the search engines and agents of the Ecosystem to discover
and compose them).

5.1 Semantic Annotations using Shema.org Actions
5.1.1 Introduction
The Web service technology stack allows exchanging messages between Web services (SOAP) [1],
describing the technical interface for consuming a Web service (WSDL) [2], and advertising Web
services in registries (UDDI) [3]. However, in traditional Web service implementations, the lack of
information to express the meaning of the data and of the vocabulary referenced by the interface,
as well as the lack of formalization of the Web service behaviour, implies the requirement of
human intervention in tasks such as Web service discovery, composition, ranking and selection,
thus severely hindering the automation of the envisioned tasks. Semantic Web envisions an
extension of the current Web in which information is given well defined meaning, thus better
enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. This meaning is represented by the
structured collections of information and sets of inference rules that can be used by machines to
conduct automated reasoning. The same formalization techniques can form a foundation to
introduce semantics to Web service architectures. Semantic Web services (SWS) aim at providing
more sophisticated Web service technologies along with support for the semantic Web. SWS
utilize ontologies as the underlying data model in order to support semantic interoperability
between Web services and clients, and apply semantically enabled automated mechanisms that
span the whole SWS usage lifecycle, comprising discovery, selection, composition, mediation,
negotiation, and execution of Web services. More generally, the introduction of semantics as an
extension of Service-Oriented Architectures, and thus the creation of Semantically Enabled
Service Oriented Architectures (SESAs), provides for next generation of service-oriented
computing based on machine-processable semantics. The advantages of SWS stem from the fact
that explicit, formal semantics is associated with the Web service description, and that the
execution environment for SWS is able to interpret and use this semantics appropriately. This
supports direct understanding of the Web service functionality at design as well as at run time.
The earliest approaches to SWS are the so-called top-down approaches, such as OWL-S [4] and
WSMO [5]. Following these approaches, the designer starts with a high-level conceptualization of
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all the knowledge related to the services (using ontologies), and then “grounds” it down to actual
services. These are also called “heavyweight” approaches, as they provide powerful but very
complex frameworks, based on logics, to describe Web services. Such complexity, however,
proved to be too high and often unneeded, and together with the difficulty of applying a topdown design to real Web service usage scenarios it determined the substantial failure of such
approaches. To address these issues, “lightweight” approaches emerged, based on more
lightweight semantics, which provide less ambitious automation capabilities but offer a simpler,
bottom-up, approach based on semantically annotating current Web service descriptions (i.e.
WSDL). Among the “lightweight” approaches we can mention SAWSD, WSMO-Lite and Linked
USDL (a Linked Data compliant version of USLD [8] ). More recently other approaches exploiting
the potential of Linked Open Data have been proposed for modelling services (e.g. Hydra). Linked
Open Data was lunched in early 2007, as a project aiming to publish data sets openly on the Web
and interlink them. The data sets are published using the Resource Description Framework (RDF)
(http://www.w3.org/RDF/), the metadata model primarily used on the Semantic Web. On August
2014 Linked Open Data counted more than 570 datasets covering various domains including
datasets belonging or related to the travel domain, especially Geographic and Government
related subset of the LOD. The data is described using a set of vocabularies among them the most
popular being Dublin Core 31, GoodRelations 32 [9], and Schema.org33. The Schema.org vocabulary
in particular is being heavily used lately. Among the lightweight we can mention SAWSDL and
WSMO-Lite.
SAWSDL (Semantic Annotations for WSDL and XML Schema) [6] is a W3C Recommendation that
defines mechanisms using which semantic annotations can be added to WSDL descriptions,
referencing concepts in semantic models (e.g. ontologies). SAWSDL enables semantic annotations
for Web services not only for discovering Web services but also for invoking them, giving the
possibility to reference lifting and lowering schema mappings (i.e. transformations between the
conceptual representation and the syntactical representation). SAWSDL does not specify or
mandate a specific language for representing semantic models, so any suitable language may be
used (e.g. OWL, RDFS).
Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO-Lite) [7] provides a lightweight service ontology that
defines various aspects of a service. It is an RDFS ontology that contains three parts: (1) the
information model, represented using a domain ontology; (2) functional descriptions, which can
have two components: classifications, which link to a functional taxonomy via a concrete root
class, and capabilities, which express the (pre)conditions and effects of the services and of their
operations; and (3) non-functional descriptions, used to formalize non-functional properties (e.g.
policies). WSMO-Lite descriptions are serialized in RDF, and can thus be stored in RDF repositories
(also called triple stores).

5.1.2 Schema.org Actions
In short, schema.org is about providing vocabularies for representing structured data on the Web
enabling search engines to understand the content of Web pages and to provide richer search
results. Schema.org is a joint initiative of the four big search engine providers, Bing, Google,
Yahoo! and Yandex. It provides a set of vocabularies to describe “Things” on the Web and specifies
the vocabulary, syntax, and semantics to make content on the web machine read- and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dublin_Core
http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/
33
http://www.schema.org/ and http://schema.rdfs.org/
31
32
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understandable. This development evolves search engines increasingly to “answer engines”. They
not only provide lists of links to websites, but “understand” the question a user is asking, as well
understand the content of the website and directly give answers to the user. Schema.org Actions
are a newly introduced extension to the vocabulary to enable annotation of different kinds of
activities or actions on the web. Such could be for example “MoveAction”, like arrive, depart,
travel, or “PlanAction” such as reserve or schedule, or “TradeAction”, such as buy or order. With
those actions it is possible to annotate travel data on the web and make it machine read- and
understandable. We use these technologies to travel offers machine readable and establish a
system to enable automatic usage of this data.
The main type of schema.org actions is schema:Action. All other types of actions are derived from
this type. schema:Action, and its subtypes, are used to features the capability to perform an
action in the future, as well as the definition of how that capability can be exercised. An action is
performed by a direct agent and indirect participants upon a direct object. An action optionally
happens at a location with the help of an inanimate instrument. The execution of the action may
produce a result. The example below shows how schema:Action can be used to specify that John,
an agent (schema:Person), is performing an action - listening (schema:ListenAction) on an object,
Pink (schema:MusicGroup) at a given location - Ann's apartment (schema:Residence) with a given
instrument – iPod (schema:Product).
<!-- John listened to Pink with Steve at Anna's apartment on his iPod. -->
<script type="application/ld+json">
{
"@context": "http://schema.org",
"@type": "ListenAction",
"agent": {
"@type": "Person", "name": "John"
},
"object": {
"@type": "MusicGroup", "name": "Pink!"
},
"participant": {
"@type": "Person", "name": "Steve"
},
"location": {
"@type": "Residence", "name": "Ann's apartment"
},
"instrument": {
"@type": "Product", "name": "iPod"
}
}
</script>
Our proposed approach for describing and annotating travel services is to use schema.org
Actions. The rational for selecting schema.org Actions are as follows:
• Schema.org is the de-facto standard for structured data on the Web. Being supported
and pushed by the large search engines i.e. Bing, Google, Yahoo! and Yandex, schema.org
has a huge potential in becoming the mark-up approach that ultimately everyone will
use on the Web for structured data. The growth that is noticeable in the usage of
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•

schema.org for static descriptions on the Web, are followed by the usage of schema.org
Actions for describing dynamic aspects on the Web i.e. services and processes.
Schema.org in used in EuTravel as the underlying model for the EuTravel Unifying
Ontology. The ontology builds upon existing classes and properties from schema.org and
extends schema.org with travel specific aspects, being compliant with EuTravel Common
Information Model and related travel standards. Using schema.org Actions for describing
travel services and the EuTravel Unifying Ontology (an extension of schema.org) to
describe travel data is a perfect fit as both stem from the same de-facto standard i.e.
schema.org

5.1.3 Describing travel service using Schema.org Actions
Schema.org Actions contains several classes (and associated properties) that are very relevant
when describing travel services. They are listed in Table 7 below.
Table 7 - Travel Services related Schema.org Actions
Class
TransferAction

Hierarchy
Thing
>
Action
TransferAction

MoveAction

Thing > Action > MoveAction

>

OrganizeAction
PlanAction

Thing
>
Action
>
OrganizeAction > PlanAction

TradeAction

Thing > Action > TradeAction

BuyAction

Thing > Action > TradeAction
> BuyAction

SearchAction

Thing > Action > SearchAction

Description
The act of transferring/moving
(abstract or concrete) animate or
inanimate objects from one place to
another
The act of an agent relocating to a
place.
The act of manipulating/administering/supervising/controlling one or
more objects.
The act of planning the execution of an
event/task/action/reservation/plan to
a future date.
The act of participating in an exchange
of goods and services for monetary
compensation. An agent trades an
object, product or service with a
participant in exchange for a one time
or periodic payment.
The act of giving money to a seller in
exchange for goods or services
rendered. An agent buys an object,
product, or service from a seller for a
price. Reciprocal of SellAction.
The act of searching for an object.
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The following listing contains an example on how schema.org TransferAction can be used to
describe a bus service for passengers, FourSeasonsTravel is offering from Munich to Innsbruck.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

<script type="application/ld+json">
// FourSeasonsTravel is offering bus transfers from Munich to Innsbruck.
{
"@context": "http://schema.org",
"@type": "TransferAction",
"agent": {
"@type": "Organization",
"name": " FourSeasonsTravel "
},
"object": {
"@type": "Person",
},
"fromLocation": {
"@type": "City",
"name": "Munich"
},
"toLocation": {
"@type": "City",
"name": "Innsbruck"
}
"instrument": {
"@type": "Vehicle", "name": "FourSeasonsTravel Bus"
}
}
</script>

The next steps as part of current work, are as follows:
a) Provide models of several, more realistic travel service provided by EuTravel use case
partners.
b) Show how the EuTravel Unifying Ontology can be used in conjunction with the
schema.org Actions approach to model services.
c) Identify if more actions, specific to Optimodal travel domain are needed and extend
schema.org Actions in that direction.
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5.2 Semantic Annotations based on WADL
5.2.1 Introduction
The recent popularity of service orientation (SOA) has triggered the creation of many web services
standards such as WSDL and SOAP. However, it was soon realised that mainly programming
oriented standards such as WSDL and SOAP were not enough to support key SOA concepts such
as automated service discovery. For this, the ability to define services in a semantic manner is
required. However, existing semantic standards such as RDF and OWL and their service
derivatives such as OWL-S were deemed to be too heavy weight by the SOA/web services
community. Hence more lightweight standards were invented. One of them, SAWSDL is an
extension of WSDL that speciﬁes how to annotate service descriptions with semantic information.
Our approach, as proposed in this report is also lightweight and essentially consists of
constructing an XML file with the application/service metadata that is structured according to the
Web Application Description Language (WADL) standard.

5.2.2 Web Applications and (REST) Web services
We define a Web application as an HTTP-based application that Is mainly oriented for human
consumption. Related to that concept is the one of REST (Representation State Transfer) web
services that are also HTTP based, but whose interactions are amenable to machine processing.
In the EuTravel Ecosystem we have developed both web applications and (REST) web services.
Both of them are:
•
based on existing Web architecture and infrastructure
•
platform and programming language independent
•
reusable/mashable, i.e. composition with other Web or desktop applications
•
semantically described so that they can be easier to discover and reuse.
The last requirement can be fulfilled by the use of semantic technologies like ontologies and
semantic annotations of the applications and services. In particular, the following aspects of the
application could benefit from semantic descriptions/annotations:
Set of resources manipulated by the applications. Such resources for example include travel
reservations.
Relationships between resources: Resources are related with each other. For example, a
passenger record can be related to some flight booking.
Methods that can be applied to each resource, i.e. the HTTP GET HEAD PUT POST DELETE methods
that can be applied to each resource, the expected inputs and outputs and their supported
formats.
Resource representation formats: The supported MIME types and data schemas in use for
representing resources. These are usually XML (and often JSON) based schemas, either industry
standards or proprietary ones.
5.2.2.1 Main REST concepts
The architecture of the Web contains no formal concept of a service as such; a service is a
grouping of resources that is useful for developing, advertising and managing related resources.
RESTful so called services are ways for interacting with these resources using the Web concepts
and protocols. REST is an Architectural style for the Web with a number of concepts inherent in
RESTful services:
A resource, identified by a URI that also serves as the endpoint address where clients can send
requests;
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Every resource has a number of methods (the most used methods are GET, HEAD, POST, PUT and
DELETE) that are invoked by means of request/response message exchanges.
The messages can carry hyperlinks, which point to the resources and which the client can navigate
when using the service. A hyperlink can simply be a URI, or a form which specifies not only the
URI of the target resource, but also the method to be invoked and the structure of the input data.

5.2.3 Extending the WADL Standard for EuTravel Applications and Services
A WADL is an XML file with several sections. The most important information contained in the
WADL file is the location of the application/service, the HTTP methods it supports and a
description of the input and output parameters. In the proposed EuTravel project extensions the
type of the parameters can be specified using concepts from the EuTravel Schema-Travel
ontology. Below we define the key sections in the WADL file where we insert information about
the application/service.
Section: Grammars
In WADL, the grammars element acts as a container for definitions of the format of data
exchanged during execution of the protocol described by the WADL document. In this section we
provide references to the schemas of documents used by the application/service.
Section: Resources
The resources element acts as a container for the resources provided by the application. A
resources element has a base attribute of type xsd:anyURI that provides the base URI for
each child resource identifier. In this section for each resource (e.g. booking resource) we define
the supported input method (e.g. GET), the required parameters (e.g. booking id) and the possible
responses (e.g. a link to the resource or an error message if the resource is not found).

5.2.4 Example Composite Travel Service Description in WADL
The listing in Figure 5-1 shows an example of a WADL description for an API based travel service
(called mytravelservice.com) that allows searching for flights. The hypothetical service has two
input parameters origin and destination city submitted by a POST method and returns an XML
document with links to flights found. Lines 2-10 in the listing begin the application description
and define the XML namespaces used elsewhere in the service description. Lines 4 and 5 are the
proposed EuTravel extensions that allow service parameters types to be defined in terms of
EuTravel ontology concepts. Lines 13 and 15 define the XML grammars used by the service, in this
case two W3C XML Schema files for listing flight search results and error responses are included
by reference. Lines 19 to 43 define the service parameters in terms of the parameters of the
request and response messages. For each parameter, other information is defined, such as
whether a value for this parameter is mandatory or optional, the default value of the parameter
etc. One such parameter, for example is the number of hits returned (default value is 10).
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Figure 5-1. WADL of a flight search service.

5.2.5 Service Search and Discovery
In general, there are different approaches to application/service discovery, such as search for
application/service with specific behaviour and searching using functional classifications. The
functional classification is the simpler one of the two mechanisms. In fact, in the domain of travel
because the set of resources manipulated by the application/service is closed (e.g. flight, hotel,
car, etc.- i.e. there is a finite and well-defined set of resources), we propose a search approach
based on functional classification. Thus, we define a functional classification S of
application/services types in the travel domain. S is a finite set of {s1, s2, …, sn} of
application/service types Within this classification there are several functional hierarchies that
apply a partial ordering (>) to subsets S’ ⊆ S. Thus, a (concrete) application/service σ can
belong to one or more service types sk, (we show that by saying that σ ε sk ) and by extension
to any supertypes sn of these service types according to the existing functional hierarchies
(sn > sk). The applications/services we consider are composite, I.e. multiple types can be
associated with one service as a conjunction i.e. a service can belong to multiple functionality
categories.
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The goal G for searching for services is essentially that of finding applications/services that belong
to the finite set of categories {sk,.., sn} where sk,.., sn do not appear in the same functional
hierarchy. A search algorithm using the above goal G={sk,.., sn} return a (possibly empty) set Σ of
concrete applications services σ where
Ɐ σ ε Σ σ ε s’k ᴧ ... ᴧ σ ε s’n
Where s’k ≡ sk Ѵ s’k > sk Ѵ sk > s’k ᴧ ... ᴧ s’n ≡ sn Ѵ s’n > sn Ѵ sn > s’n
Thus, a search algorithm return matches of different degrees:
•
the service found exactly matches the goal
•
the service is a subset of the goal if the service is associated with a subcategory of
each of the goal categories.
•
the goal is a subset of the service if the goal is associated with a subcategory of each
of the service categories.
•
the service intersects the goal if any of the above is true, but also if we can find any
one category that is a subcategory of all of the categories associated with both the
goal and the service.

5.3 Analysis of linked POIs and other areas of application of semantically
annotated travel services
The Travel Diary mobile application developed in EuTravel (as presented in section 3.3) produces
a collection of user engagements and feedbacks. A combination of the collection with external
data collections (such as social media posts, videos, photos, or reviews from different sites), form
a solid foundation for analysing how points of interest are related to each other. This relation, socalled “linked”, can be defined explicitly by travellers or obtained implicitly through travellers’
activities. When a traveller put two POIs into the diary to indicate his/her travel plan, an explicit
link between the POIs can be obtained. Another type of links between POIs also can be obtained
through observation of travellers’ activities. For example, whenever travellers visited a landmark,
they tend to have lunch at a restaurant closer to the landmark, and therefore, implicit links can
be constructed between the landmark and restaurants located in its surrounding area.
Capability to link these POIs contributes to further analyses that could help enhancing travel
experiences of customers as well as become an input to other parties, namely transport
infrastructure and service providers, travel service providers, and including authorities. For
example, whenever a transportation hub within a city that connects multiple POIs received an
abnormal activity (e.g., too many travellers stay at the same time), the city authority should make
a consideration to restructuring the city transportation network.
Besides using a travel diary application, travellers tend to use other applications which are related
to their travel such as social media sites, photo and video sharing sites, review sites, etc.
Therefore, it is important to have the capability to integrate the collected travel diary data with
data from third party applications and websites. Data integration is not a new topic, but remain
challenging in every use case.

5.3.1 Use case: Collaborative network analysis of Linked POI
Linked POIs can be represented as a collaborative system, where entities are directly or indirectly
linked and support to each other. A landmark can be linked and supported by train stations or
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bus stops because travellers need to go through those stations or bus stops when visiting the
landmark. In this case, transportation hubs and the landmark are working together collaboratively
to serve travellers during their visit to the landmark.
In this type of analysis, the linked POIs are represented as a network, where POIs are specified as
nodes/vertices and links as edges. Various knowledge can be obtained from the produced
network, including:
1. The popular points of interest. Based on the combined travel diaries from travellers, the
popular points of interest (known as hotspots) can be identified as the most depicted
points in those diaries. Further, nodes within the network can be weighted by the number
of likes/dislikes, photos, and notes, such that more accurate analysis can be obtained. For
example, a landmark might be visited by many travellers, but not all of them were
satisfied with the landmark for various reasons, and therefore should be taken into
consideration for better identification of popular points.
2. The popular routes. In the network, two POIs are linked if there is at least one traveller
has visited both of them during a trip. Since the links between those POIs depict routes
between them, the most popular routes can be determined based on how travellers
moved from a POI to another. The popularity of the points also can be incorporated into
the network when determining the popular routes.
The results of this analysis bring various benefits to all parties. For example, travellers might use
popular points and routes information to determine what location should be visited in their
limited available time and which roads should be taken. For travel service providers, this
information could offer new opportunity to arrange a new guided tour of those popular locations.
For authority, this information could help to provide a better service to visitors concerning their
safety.
Due to a wide variety of types, every POI should be categorized and structured in a way can be
recognized accurately by people or applications. For example, a coffee shop is a kind of food
establishment that located in a particular place and managed by a specific organization. Any
application should recognize this knowledge to provide better results. The knowledge can be
specified separately from the data through a schema or ontology, such that a more precise
analysis can be performed. For example, when searching the list of popular food establishments
in a city, then the application should understand that food establishment could be any of coffee
shop, bar, pub, bakery, restaurant, etc.

5.3.2 Use case: User engagements and feedback analysis of Linked POIs
User engagements can be seen as a reflexion of user experiences. In marketing, it indicates the
impact of marketing to users, while in traveling it could suggest the effects of various received
services before, during or after traveling. In this case, user experiences could be originated from
travel infrastructure or service providers. For example, from the transportation service providers
or the satisfaction when visiting a landmark in a city, etc.
Travellers provide user engagements and feedbacks based on the engagement mechanism
offered by the application.
1. User engagements integration. Travellers have a different way to indicate their
experiences, for example through like/dislike indication, comments, uploaded photos,
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and so on. To understand the meaning of those user engagements, a uniform
representation is required. The uniform representation enables different types of
engagement to be integrated for further analyses.
2. User engagement visualization. An integrated user engagement allows an explorative
analysis for all received engagements and feedbacks from various data collections. An
integrated visualization provides an immediate view into the collections, as well as to
make immediate actions whenever necessary.
Results from these analyses provide a better understanding of travellers’ experiences in a specific
location that could be taken into consideration for policy making by transport infrastructure
providers, travel service providers, as well as authorities. Another important aspect is data
protection where traveller’s privacy needs to be protected before opened to those parties, for
example by anonymization of related data.

5.3.3 Research results and conclusions
The aforementioned use cases have been discussed with business stakeholders in Austria in the
context of T2.4 and the EuTravel Forum activities (deliverable D4.1 - EuTravel Engagement
Strategy). In both use cases, performed analyses has been carried out partially supported by
EuTravel 34. Focus has been on exploring the feasibility of leveraging the EuTravel infrastructure,
by developing added value semantically annotated services. The conclusions of this research
stream have been published in scientific papers 35 and are summarised in Table 8. Conclusions are
quite important for next generation travel applications design and the development of
personalised recommendation systems for travellers.
Table 8- Scientific Publications Summary
Title of the
scientific
publication

The Network Structure of Visited Locations According to Geotagged
Social Media Photos

Authors

Christian Junker (Fanlens.io), Zaenal Akbar (STI), Martí Cuquet (STI)

Scope of work

Businesses, tourism attractions, public transportation hubs and
geotagged points of interest (POIs) are part of a travel collaborative
system. In order to reconstruct a virtual network of tourist locations, to
reveal how members of these environments operate, open data from
Flickr, an online community for photo sharing has been used.
Two types of network analysis were performed:
1) degree distribution;
2) (dis)-assortative mixing;
to re-construct the network of locations visited by tourists. After

Specifically, the data sources identified in Table 8 have not been shared by EuTravel travel and transport
operators; they have been collected and managed solely by STI in the context of their activities as a research
organisation, and do not fall in the context of the EuTravel Data Management Plan (Deliverable D4.4.), nor
have they been shared to other consortium partners or used in other tasks of the project.
35
Publications referred also in deliverable D4.4-Communications Programme and project website
http://www.eutravelproject.eu/Scientific-Publications. The full papers are included in the Annex of
Deliverable D4.2 - Policy, Standardisation and Research Recommendations.
34
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Date

linking coordinates of the dataset to points of interest, communities of
actors and motifs with specific functions in the tourism ecosystem may
be identified and potentiate the development of innovative solutions.
Publicly available set of Flickr data provided by Yahoo! Labs. The Yahoo
Flickr Creative Commons 100 Milion Dataset (YFCC100M) 36 released in
2014, is a public dataset of 100 million media objects uploaded to Flickr.
The dataset is rich in metadata, enabling a large variety of applications.
The metadata contained in the dataset, aside from Flickr-related data
such as a photo identifier and the user that created it, include tags used
by users to annotate it (68 million objects have been annotated), camera
used, time when the photo was taken and when it was uploaded, location
and license. In this work, only the metadata related to the geolocalisation
has been used, although future work would largely benefit from
consideration of at least tags and timing, to enable e.g. a dynamic analysis
of the network.
The 18th Working Conference on Virtual Enterprises (PRO-VE)
http://pro-ve.org/
Part of IFIP Advances in Information and Communication Technology
book series (IFIPAICT, volume 506)
17 -21 September 2017

Publisher

Springer International Publishing AG

Place of
publication

Vicenza, Italy

Link

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-65151-4_26

Results Conclusions

The study shows the feasibility and potential of using social media data in
the collaborative networks field, to link local business, landmarks and
other points of interest based on social media users visiting them. It lays
the ground for further data-driven studies that make use of the richness
of the metadata of similar sources, aside from geotagging, that allow for
future research on multi-layered collaborative networks and their
application in the tourism domain. Using the same approach, linking local
business, points of interest and public transportation hubs based on
social media users visits could be of high interest for further research in
the mobility as a service domain.

Data used for the
research

Title of the
journal or
equivalent

Title of the
scientific
publication

Complete Semantics to Empower Touristic Service Providers

Authors

Zaenal Akbar (STI), Elias Karle(STI), Oleksandra Panasiuk (STI), Umutcan
Simsek (STI), Ioan Toma (STI), and Dieter Fensel (STI)

Scope of work

Creating and deploying a substantial amount of semantic annotations
according to schema.org. in order to improve the online visibility of
touristic service providers (see also Unified Ontology development
research stream described in D1.4 Optimodality Framework).

36

https://multimediacommons.wordpress.com/yfcc100m-core-dataset/
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Data used for the
research

Title of the
journal or
equivalent

Information available on the TVB Mayrhofen-Hippach website are
originating from external and internal sources, where the external data
came mostly from Feratel 37, a destination management system for
services related to tourism and travel industry. The system provides
information about accommodation, packages, events, etc., including a
real-time service to check room availability as well as to perform booking
action.
OTM Confederated International Conferences - OTM 2017: On the Move
to Meaningful Internet Systems. OTM 2017 Conferences pp 353-370

Date

October 23-27, 2017

Publisher

Springer International Publishing AG

Place of
publication

Rhodes, Greece

Link

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-69459-7_24

Results Conclusions

Demonstrated improvement in the online visibility for touristic service
providers by using semantic technologies, particularly semantic
annotations using schema.org. Having schema.org annotations enables
search engines to understand the content better, and provide better
results for end users, allowing various intelligent applications and valueadded services (VAS) to utilize them.

Title of the
scientific
publication

Enabling Analysis of User Engagements Across Multiple Online
Communication Channels

Authors

Zaenal Akbar (STI), Anna Fensel (STI), and Dieter Fensel (STI)

Scope of work

As described in D4.3 the travel market has radically changed in the last
years is the way travellers plan and book their journeys. Social media now
influence nearly one fourth of all international trips, especially travellers’
choice of destination and accommodation. In that sense, the travel market
is highly driven directly by the consumers and travel providers need to
adopt efficient marketing tools to increase and measure user engagement
across multiple communication channels including interactive apps with
gamification features and social media. Analysing user engagements
across multiple communication channels will enable travel organisations
to publish targeted content and measure various social aspects such as
user sentiment or likelihood to purchase a travel product or service. This
capability is envisioned as a future feature for travel ecosystems’ business
stakeholders and feasibility is explored here by utilizing semantic web
technologies.
The dataset has been constructed using three destination marketing
organizations from Tyrol – Austria, with a relatively high number of posts
on 5 platforms of social media, namely Facebook, Google+, Pinterest,

Data used for the
research

37

http://www.feratel.at/
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Title of the
journal or
equivalent

Twitter, and YouTube. The data collection was performed during
December 2016 until January 2017 through public API from each platform,
limited to public posting only.
Proceedings of 11th International Conference on Metadata and Semantics
Research

Date

November 28th – December 1st 2017

Publisher

Springer International Publishing AG

Place of
publication

Tallinn, Estonia

Link

Results Conclusions

Proceedings will be published by Springer in Vol. 755 of the
Communications in Computer and Information Science (CCIS) book series.
http://www.mtsr-conf.org/
http://www.mtsrconf.org/images/Accepted_Papers_Posters_Final.pdf?v=171025a
The results indicate that semantic web technologies through a uniform
representation across channels enables an integrated analysis of user
engagements on several social media channels. The results can be applied
by travel organisations or start-ups to develop user engagement models
and online marketing strategies.

5.3.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we described an approach for semantically annotating EuTravel services and
applications with the purpose of facilitating the search engines and agents of the Ecosystem to
discover and compose them. Our approach was influenced by W3C initiatives to provide machine
processable descriptions of web applications such as WADL.
Semantic web technologies have a wide range of application areas in the travel and tourism
domain, from services discovery to marketing. This potential grows if aggregated data shared
within travel ecosystems similar to EuTravel are combined with data from the web and social
media. The prototype semantic components developed in the context of EuTravel are described
in deliverable D3.2: Living Lab Setup - Deployment of initial EuTravel Ecosystem.
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6

Conclusions

The work and components described in this deliverable are proof of how the standardization of
the very fragmented travel market via a single, unified schema can be very beneficial to both the
public and the business participants alike. A single, configurable API for multimodal travel in
combination with a structured, hierarchical representation of data and the semantic annotation
of travel services improves services discoverability and enables the development of numerous
applications and value-added services to address the needs of the traveller and business
stakeholders. The previous chapters isolate and describe each Value-Added Service, focusing on
interoperability, compliance with existing systems, and, ultimately, providing functionality that
generates value in both a personal but also a business environment, while considering existing
limitations.
The main consideration that led the design and specification of the service suited for stakeholders
was to maximize the cost efficiency of their investment. For Data Providers, this investment is the
provision of proprietary data, such as scheduling, availability and booking data for numerous
transport modes. This data, if monitored in the context of a multimodal booking and planning
application, can have much higher impact than when examined separately. The reason for this, is
that multimodal planning and booking exposes the public’s preferences between transport
modes, but also facilitates the discovery of patterns in these two processes. At the same time,
this is inherently extended via the Travel Diary application, which lets the users engage with the
ecosystem, learn more about their destinations, interact with other travellers and generate even
further value for them as well as the entirety of the ecosystem.
To further emphasize the importance of value added services, we have examined the functionality
of the optimization module as well as semantic annotation approaches to deliver fast, valid and
interlinked solutions. The combination of said features is an important aspect in the
competitiveness and future-proofing of the EuTravel platform.
The obstacles that are currently limiting the implementation are caused due to the fragmentation
among data sources and their respective schemas but also due to lack of data in certain cases,
especially public transport and disruption alerting, environmental performance and PRM services
availability. Overcoming these obstacles is a key action in terms of travel ecosystems growth and
establishment.
It is important to highlight the contributions to the current state-of-the-art as achieved in Task
2.4. The components discussed herein are a number of tools and methods to support the growth
and sustainability of a multimodal travel ecosystem, that are innovative in the sense that they
have never been applied in such a context before. We consider such initiatives vital to the wide
adoption of eco-friendly forms of travel, and more importantly to the availability of unbiased
travel information and options to the citizens of the European continent.
There is also a lot more work to be done in Europe towards realising a truly seamless and inclusive
travel experience. Considerable effort should be made towards delivering a platform and
solutions that are accessible from all members of the society; especially PRM. In the scope of this
project, we have identified considerable limitations in terms of data availability but also practical
issues in tackling hardships that affect persons with reduced mobility, from lack of accessibility
enablers, to unknown operation hours of assistance personnel in transport facilities to sometimes
a complete lack of digital information.
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EuTravel project implementation conclusions reinforces the need for all service providers to make
available their data through APIs in a standardised way, in order to facilitate the realisation of a
fully functional Optimodal European system. Another potential solution to address these
challenges in an efficient way, could be the establishment of a EU Multi Modal Agency to manage
the cohesion of data standards, systems and transport suppliers. This is further elaborated in
Deliverable D4.2 – Policy, Standardisation and Research Recommendations in the light of The
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/1926 of 31 May 2017 supplementing Directive
2010/40/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to the provision of EUwide multimodal travel information services.
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8 Annex I - Passenger’s rights in popular travel portals
8.1 Lufthansa
The Regulation applies:
•
•
•
•

to passengers departing from an EU airport or departing from an airport outside the EU
when carried by an EU carrier, unless they received benefits or compensation and were
given assistance in that third country,
only if you have a confirmed reservation on the flight concerned,
only if you (except in case of cancellation) present yourself in time for check-in or, if no
time is indicated, at least 45 minutes before the published departure time,
only if you travel on a ticket bought at a fare available to the public.

8.1.1 Delay
In accordance with the EU Regulation a delay occurs when a flight is delayed beyond its scheduled
departure time by 4 ours for flights of more than 3.500 km, by 3 hours for flights between 1.500
km and 3.500 km as well as intra-Community flights of more than 1.500 km, and by 2 hours for
flights of up to 1.500 km. When your flight is expected to have a long delay, passengers are
entitled to receive care while waiting.
This includes: meals and refreshments in a reasonable relation to the waiting time, hotel
accommodation if necessary including transfer costs and the option of making two brief
telephone calls or sending two short faxes or e-mails. Care for passengers while waiting may be
declined if the provision of the care would itself cause further delay. In case of more than 5 hours
you are entitled to a refund of your ticket within seven days for the parts not used or for those
parts already used if your flight no longer serves its purpose, and when relevant, a return flight
to your first point of departure.
You are entitled to receive compensation if you arrive at your final destination with a delay of
more than 3 hours provided the delay is not attributable to extraordinary circumstances which
could not have been avoided, even if all reasonable measures had been taken. Examples include
bad weather conditions, political instability, strikes, security risks or unexpected flight safety
shortcomings.

8.1.2 Denied boarding
If in case of overbooking you are denied boarding involuntarily on a flight for which you hold a
reservation, you are entitled to care and compensation without delay and to a refund as laid out
in the previous section on ’delay’. In addition, you are entitled to re-routing, under comparable
conditions, to your final destination at the earliest opportunity.
Subject to availability of seats, you may instead choose re-routing to your final destination at a
later date of your convenience, in which case you will have to bear yourself the cost of food,
accommodation and transfer.
If you are involuntarily or voluntarily denied boarding, you have the right to an alternative flight
or to a refund and compensation which can also be paid as a cheque, by bank transfer or, with
your agreement, in the form of a voucher. The compensation shall be paid in cash, cheque or
transfer or with your agreement in form of vouchers. The amount of the compensation depends
on the distance of the schedule flight or the alternative flight proposed to you. Compensations
amount to:
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250 € for flights up to 1.500 km
400 € for flights between 1.500 km and 3.500 and intra-Community flights of more than
1.500 km,
• 600 € for flights of more than 3.500 km.
If you are offered an alternative flight, the scheduled arrival time of which does not exceed 2
hours in respect of flights up to 1.500 km, 3 hours in respect of flights between 1.500k m and
3.500 km as well as intra-Community flights of more than 1.500 km, and 4 hours in respect of all
other flights, the above, mentioned compensation amounts can be reduced by 50%, i.e.125 €,
200 € and 300 €.
•
•

These rights are not granted if you have been denied boarding on reasonable grounds, such as
reasons of health, general or operational security, or inadequate travel documentation.

8.1.3 Cancellation
If your flight, for which you hold a valid reservation, is cancelled, you are entitled to re-routing,
care, refund and compensation as laid out here above. You are not entitled to receive a
compensation if the cancellation is attributed to extraordinary circumstances which could not
have been avoided, even if all reasonable measures had been taken. Examples include bad
weather conditions, political instability, strikes, security, risks, unexpected flight safety
shortcomings.
Equally, there is no right to compensation when the passenger has been informed of the
cancellation:
•
•
•

at least 14 days before the schedule time of departure
between 14 and 7 days before the schedule time of departure and the alternative flight
departs no more than 2 hours before the originally schedule time of departure and
reaches the final destination less than 4 hours after the schedule time of arrival
less than 7 days before schedule time of departure and the alternative flight departs no
more than 1 hour before the originally schedule time of departure and reaches final
destination less than 2 hours after the schedule time of arrival.

8.2 British Airways
8.2.1 Air carrier liability for passengers and their baggage
This information notice summarises the liability rules applied by Community air carriers as
required by Community legislation and the Montreal Convention.

8.2.2 Compensation in the case of death or injury
There are no financial limits to the liability for passenger injury or death. For damages up to
113,100 SDRs (approximately £109,500 or EUR123,000) the air carrier cannot contest claims for
compensation. Above that amount, the air carrier can defend itself against a claim by proving that
it was not negligent or otherwise at fault.

8.2.3 Advance payments
If a passenger is killed or injured, the air carrier must make an advanced payment, to cover
immediate economic needs, within 15 days from the identification of the person entitled to
compensation. In the event of death, this advance payment shall not be less than 16,000 SDRs
(approximately £13,000 or EUR20,000).
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8.2.4 Passenger delays
In case of passenger delay, the air carrier is liable for damage unless it took all reasonable
measures to avoid the damage or it was impossible to take such measures. The liability for
passenger delay is limited to 4,694 SDRs (approximately £4,500 or EUR5,100).

8.2.5 Baggage delays
In case of baggage delay, the air carrier is liable for damage unless it took all reasonable measures
to avoid the damage or it was impossible to take such measures. The liability for baggage delay is
limited to 1,131 SDRs (approximately £1,000 or EUR1,230).

8.2.6 Destruction, loss or damage to baggage
The air carrier is liable for destruction, loss or damage to baggage up to 1,131 SDRs (approximately
£1,000 or EUR1,230). In the case of checked baggage, it is liable even if not at fault, unless the
baggage was defective. In the case of unchecked baggage, the carrier is liable only if at fault.

8.2.7 Higher limits for baggage
A passenger can benefit from a higher liability limit by making a special declaration at the latest
at check-in and by paying a supplementary fee.

8.2.8 Complaints on baggage
If the baggage is damaged, delayed, lost or destroyed, the passenger must write and complain to
the air carrier as soon as possible. In the case of damage to checked baggage, the passenger must
write and complain within seven days, and in the case of delay within 21 days, in both cases from
the date on which the baggage was placed at the passenger's disposal.

8.2.9 Liability of contracting and actual carriers
If the air carrier actually performing the flight is not the same as the contracting air carrier, the
passenger has the right to address a complaint or to make a claim for damages against either. If
the name or code of an air carrier is indicated on the ticket, that air carrier is the contracting air
carrier.

8.2.10 Time limit for action
Any action in court to claim damages must be brought within two years from the date of arrival
of the aircraft, or from the date on which the aircraft ought to have arrived.

8.2.11 Basis for the information
The basis for the rules described above is the Montreal Convention of 28 May 1999, which is
implemented in the Community by Regulation (EC) No. 2027/97 (as amended by Regulation (EC)
No. 889/2002) and national legislation of the Member States.
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8.3 Deutsche Bahn AG
8.3.1 Compensation for late arrival at your destination station
•

•

•
•
•

Passengers who arrive at their destination station 60 minutes late or more are entitled to
compensation of 25 per cent of the paid fare for a single journey, 50 per cent for delays
of 120 minutes or more. For return journeys compensation is calculated on half of the
fare paid. The ICE Sprinter supplement will be refunded if the ICE Sprinter is delayed by
30 minutes or more.
Holders of regional and long-distance season tickets are entitled to lump-sum
compensation for each delay of 60 minutes or more. Holders of weekly and monthly
tickets for regional trains are kindly asked to note all delays and submit one application
for compensation to the Passengers' Rights Service Centre on expiry of their ticket.
Compensation of less than EUR 4 will not be paid out. This means that holders of season
tickets for regional trains have to claim at least two (1st class) or three (2nd class) delays
and submit the claims as one application.
Holders of season tickets are entitled to compensation amounting to a maximum of 25
per cent of the value of the season ticket.
Passengers entitled to compensation can choose between a travel voucher or a cash
payment.

8.3.2 Continuing the journey with a different train
If the train is expected to arrive at the destination station of the passenger's ticket with a delay
of 20 minutes or more, the passenger is entitled to:
•
•
•

continue the journey at the next opportunity on the same or a different route, or
continue the journey later if this means reducing the delay in arrival at the destination
station, or
use a different train for which no reservations are compulsory. Passengers who have a
ticket for a regional train but use a higher quality train in such cases are first obliged to
pay the additionally required ticket/supplement for the change of train and can
subsequently claim for a refund of these costs. The foregoing regulation does not apply
to tickets for a substantially reduced fare (e.g. Schönes-Wochenende-Ticket, LaenderTickets).

In case of an expected delay of 60 minutes or more in arrival at the destination station, passengers
can:
•
•
•

abandon the journey and have the entire fare refunded.
have the unused section of the journey refunded in case of partial usage.
have both the section of the journey already used as well as the unused section refunded
in case the journey is abandoned and the passenger returns to the station of departure.

8.3.3 Refund of any necessary expenses owing to delays
•

If the train is expected to arrive at the destination station with a delay of 60 minutes or
more and the scheduled time of arrival is between 0:00 and 5:00 h, the passenger is
entitled to use a different means of transport (e.g. bus or taxi). The cost of such
alternative transport will be refunded up to a maximum of EUR 80.
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•
•
•

The above also applies if the last scheduled train of the day is cancelled, so that the
passenger cannot reach the destination station by 24:00 h without using a different
means of transport.
Passengers who are obliged to seek overnight accommodation owing to a train
cancellation or delay and cannot reasonably be expected to continue their journey the
same day are entitled to reimbursement of reasonable accommodation expenses.
If the railway provides the passenger with a substitute means of transport or any required
accommodation free of charge, this option shall always take precedence over any
alternatives organised by the passenger.

8.3.4 Requirements for claiming passengers' rights
All claims are based on your ticket and the connection you chose. Passengers are entitled to claim
compensation for travel chains, including journeys which consist of trains operated by different
railway undertakings for which a through ticket can be used. Holders of a transport association
ticket are asked to contact the transport association concerned for details of the applicable
regulations concerning passengers' rights.

8.4 Britany Ferries
8.4.1 Right to compensation for death or personal injury
Shipping incident 38: the passenger has a right to compensation from the carrier or the carrier's
insurance provider of up to 250.000 SDR 39 in any event, with the exception of circumstances
beyond the carrier's control (i.e. act of war, natural disaster, act of a third party). Compensation
can go up to 400.000 SDR unless the carrier proves that the incident occurred without his fault or
neglect.
Non-shipping incident: the passenger has a right to compensation from the carrier or the carrier's
insurance provider of up to 400.000 SDR, if he/she proves that the incident was the result of the
carrier's fault or neglect.

8.4.2 Right to compensation for loss of or damage to cabin luggage
Shipping incident: the passenger has a right to compensation from the carrier of up to 2.250 SDR,
unless the carrier proves that the incident occurred without his fault or neglect.
Non-shipping incident: the passenger has a right to compensation from the carrier of up to 2.250
SDR, if he/she proves that the incident was the result of the carrier's fault or neglect.

38

'Shipping incident' for the purposes of this Regulation include: shipwreck, capsizing, collision or stranding of the ship,
explosion or fire in the ship or defect in the ship. All other incidents in the course of the carriage for the purposes of
this summary are 'non-shipping' incidents.
39
Loss or damage suffered as a result of an accident are calculated on the basis of "units of account", which are "Special
Drawing Rights" (SDR) for Member States parties to the International Monetary Fund (all EU Member States).
Information and conversion rates for SDR can be found on: http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/sdr.htm. On 26
November 2012 1 SDR = 1.18 EUR.
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8.4.3 Right to compensation for loss of or damage to luggage other than cabin
luggage
The passenger has a right to compensation from the carrier of up to 12.700 SDR (vehicles,
including luggage carried in or on the vehicle) or 3.375 SDR (other luggage), unless the carrier
proves that the incident occurred without his fault or neglect.

8.4.4 Right to compensation for loss of or damage to valuables
The passenger has a right to compensation from the carrier of up to 3.375 SDR for the loss of or
damage to monies, negotiable securities, gold, silverware, jewellery, ornaments and works of art,
only when these have been deposited with the carrier for the agreed purpose of safe-keeping.

8.4.5 Right of a passenger with reduced mobility to compensation for loss of or
damage to mobility equipment or other specific equipment
Shipping incident: the passenger has a right to compensation from the carrier corresponding to
the replacement value or the repair costs of the equipment concerned, unless the carrier proves
that the incident occurred without his fault or neglect.
Non-shipping incident: the passenger has a right to compensation from the carrier corresponding
to the replacement value or the repair costs of the equipment concerned, if he/she proves that
the incident was the result of the carrier's fault or neglect.

8.4.6 Right to an advance payment in the event of a shipping incident
In case of death or personal injury, the passenger or other person entitled to damages has a right
to an advance payment to cover immediate economic needs. The payment shall be calculated on
the basis of the damage suffered, shall be made within 15 days and shall not be less than 21.000
EUR in the event of death.

8.4.7 Written notice
In case of damage to cabin or other luggage, the passenger must give timely 40 written notice to
the carrier. Failure to do so will result in the passenger losing his/her right to compensation.

8.4.8 Time limits for exercise of the passenger's rights
In general, any action for damages before a competent court must be introduced within a period
of years. The starting point of this limitation period may differ depending on the nature of the
loss.

8.4.9 Exemptions concerning liability
Liability of the carrier can be reduced if he proves that the death of or personal injury to a
passenger or the loss of or damage to his luggage was caused or contributed to by the fault or
neglect of the passenger. The limits on the different amounts for compensation will not apply if
it is proved that the damage resulted from an act of the carrier, or a servant or agent of the carrier
or of the performing carrier, done with the intent to cause such damage or with knowledge that
such damage would probably result.

40
In cases of apparent damage, written notice must be given before or at disembarkation for cabin luggage, and before
or at re-delivery for other luggage. In cases of non-apparent damage to or loss of luggage, written notice must be given
within 15 days from disembarkation or re-delivery (or scheduled re-delivery in the event of loss)
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9 Annex II - Travel Planning - Current State
9.1 Introduction
We have performed a research on several existing websites that have implemented trip planning
or similar services and have compiled a report annotating their key features. The most
outstanding common practices are that said services are free of charge while offering additional
business-oriented paid features and provide applications suitable for mobile devices as the typical
traveller does not always have access to a laptop or a PC. Each website specialises in a certain
demographic, and most of them have integrated social networks to some extent.
This analysis aims to record and review the current state of available services in order to extract
useful data, such as the most successful practices, rising trends and possibly any service that is
needed but has not been implemented yet. To reach that point, we have to analyse the current
state of the travel planning business. A detailed view of each website we have visited on our
research is described on the following paragraphs.

9.2 TripHobo.com
This is a service that follows the general guidelines for trip planning. Its homepage contains a
search engine that allows the user to select his destination, along with a prompt to download the
mobile applications as well as some demonstrative trip plans and a brief outline of how the service
works. As soon as the primary destination is selected, it is possible to specify the start location as
well as add further locations to the trip in order to customize each plan independently and
provide different means of transport between them along with estimated costs and travel times.
Having decided on the travel dates and places, we have the option to create a plan manually or
use the “Suggest a plan” feature that automates this process using a complex but effective
interface as shown on the following screenshot.

Figure 9-1. Triphobo screenshot
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There is a lot of information displayed here under a small space which can be confusing at first.
We can see the target destinations in the form of tabs at the top as an attempt to isolate planning
for each one. Under each tab, we see a list of items, which can be attractions, hotels, restaurants
or even custom locations, presented by their name, an associated image and a tick mark
specifying if they have been included in our itinerary. The next box contains the details for each
day, including the selected attractions, means of transport between them along with visit
duration and travel times. Most of the options found here can be customised via an options
screen and we have the ability to edit the plan for each day to our satisfaction before saving and
finalizing our choice. A map view is offered as well to have a visual overview of the locations of
the selected places.
An interesting feature is the categorization of attractions in a way that can be filtered by the user.
Finally, TripHobo offers social login, pre-planned itineraries from other users and utilises third
party services (Rome2Rio, TomTom, Google, TripAdvisor, Zomato) to aggregate and display its
data.

9.3 TripIt / TripIt Pro
TripIt is a prime example of a business oriented trip information app. While it does not implement
a trip plan, its main purpose is to aggregate and monitor all the existing details from one’s trip.
To achieve what it promises, it requires access to the user’s email account to gather data from
the relevant emails. Consequently, it generates a shareable master itinerary, that can be exported
to other services such as calendar or other travel applications. It allows the user to encrypt his
data, add photo notes to the itinerary and even digitize his travel documents such as the passport,
driver’s license or identity card.
The Pro variation of TripIt is where its main value is located at. Through the mobile platform, it
introduces context-aware notifications that deliver content when the user needs it, for example
the boarding pass upon arriving at the airport or directions to the hotel upon arriving at the
destination city. It also provides weather information, car rental integration, updates on flight
changes or cancellations as well as tracking of Point Reward Programs with most flight carriers.

Figure 9-2. TripIT screenshot
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9.4 STA Travel
Unlike most other travel planners, this one relies heavily on phone and in-office communication
in order to deliver its services. Besides regular travel booking, STA Travel’s main activity is to
organize long term (bi-weekly or monthly) trips to certain countries for students or teachers who
are interested in volunteering, studying abroad or even teaching English as a foreign language. It
has a flight and hotel booking module with available reviews and offers travel insurance along
with discount options to customer that fit in its primary target groups. Booking and organizing
activities are also available via their mobile apps, however their nature is limited to the ones
described previously.

9.5 Gogobot.com
Gogobot offers a multitude of functionalities. It acts as an aggregator for hotel and attraction
booking, gathering data from the most popular websites and offering the optimal based on
provided preferences. It contains a large number of available attractions and activities to
participate in each city, organized in categories that match to specific traveller types, such as
families, business, students etc. Moreover, it enables them to write and submit their own reviews,
create lists of attractions as well as their custom trip plans. All user-generated content is
shareable and obtainable through an API which make this website a valuable data source.

Figure 9-3. Gogobot.com screenshot
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Even though it doesn’t offer actual trip planning, it provides information, ratings and reviews for
numerous places and activities. It can be described as a modern alternative to TripAdvisor in
terms of service. Its most notable feature is the distinction of customers in groups or “tribes”
based on their interests, while allowing sharing of every type of generated content. The web
interface is user-friendly and provides all the required information with ease while following the
TripAdvisor model on the mobile end, by offering a generic app with all the basic functionality,
along with apps specific to the most popular destinations.

9.6 Lonely Planet Thorn Tree Forum
Internet forums as a form of communication are steadily declining the past few years, as they are
being replaced with social media and more structured forms of data. However, in the world of
travel there are exceptions and Thorn Tree forum is one of them. Being a very old but active
resource, it is filled with valuable data, including suggestions, reviews, tips and more from
experienced travellers that want to offer back to the community by sharing their stories.

Figure 9-4. Lonely Planet Thorn Tree Forum screenshot
Its creators have given special attention to detail, with sub-forums for continents, countries and
even interests among them, so the data is structured to an extent but definitely needs to be
processed in order to extract meaningful results. Even so, most of the threads are in the form of
questions and answers, so it isn’t definite that the extracted knowledge will be of use to the
general public.

9.7 Roadtrippers.com
This is another interesting website specifically targeted to people organizing a road trip. After
selecting the route, the user is shown a beautiful interface with a map view along with a list of
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hotels, sights and attractions along the way. As long as the user has stated interest in one or more
of these categories, the map view is enriched by showing the respective items closest to the route.
There are many different customization options, by re-routing, visiting suggested waypoints or
even choosing one of the pre-generated journeys by the website authors. Given the car-centred
approach, most of the available attractions can be considered “alternative”, being either hiking
paths, outdoor locations, natural wonders or even strange sights.

Figure 9-5. Roadtripers screenshot
The application is currently targeted at US residents exclusively, with plans to extend the support
to major European and Australian destinations. In its current state, this is the only drawback that
we could distinguish.

9.8 Mygola.com
Mygola is an application that reaches its potential as soon as the user has already arrived to his
destination. It claims to offer “handpicked” suggestions of ways to fill up free time, restaurants,
events and even the ability to book them through the app which is something unique so far. It
also provides reviews from locals, which is another great asset rarely found in this type of service
and a valuable one, but unfortunately it is shadowed by the lack of web representation.
Moreover, it can automatically suggest itineraries based on available days or hours.
As it is using iOS exclusively as a platform, we were unable to test its functionality to an acceptable
extent, and this is its highest disadvantage so far along with the fact that it works in very limited
destinations.
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Figure 9-6. Mygola screenshot

9.9 The Traveller
The Traveller started as a project application from a team of university students but since then it
has evolved to a fully-featured trip journal and organizer with support for sketches on certain
devices. It is Android exclusive, and lately has been acquired by www.guideadvisor.com in order
to provide sponsored results. Besides creating lists of activities and sights, it can hold a trip history
as well as the path that the user follows, annotated with marked waypoints along the way.
Since its acquisition, it has been offering information on available guides and landmarks, as well
as statistics and an outline of the past travels which make it a handy tool for solo travellers.

Figure 9-7. The Traveller screenshot
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9.10 Inspirock
Inspirock delivers a fully-featured and well-designed trip planning service. Some of its strong
points are the automatic generation of itineraries, its speed, and graphical interface. It uses the
same principles that we have examined in previous websites, such as a map view as well as a list
view and outsources a lot of its information. Specifically, it relies on Google for directions and trip
durations, TripAdvisor for ratings and reviews, Microsoft Bing for translations and Booking.com
for hotel rentals.
Furthermore, the user has access to nearby attractions based on his location, context-aware
notifications, defining a “plan pace”, meaning the amount of flexibility between desired visits in
a given day. The generated plan can be exported to the most popular calendar applications or
printed. The interface is organized, easy to understand and get used to by anyone.

Figure 9-8. Inspirock screenshot

9.11 RTD-Denver
RTD-Denver is another website that offers a kind of travel planning. It is exclusively created for
locals and tourists that need to schedule a trip using public transport services in Denver, Colorado.
Besides its modern interface, one interesting feature is that it can find nearby bus or train stops
using the user’s location. It also provides all related schedules along with accessibility services
and discounts for specific user groups.
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9.12 Tripomatic.com
Tripomatic is another trip planner with a minimal but sophisticated interface. It’s based on
OpenStreet Maps and the map area is the centre of this application. It provides plan templates
for popular locations, but also allows the user to build a plan from scratch according to his
preferences. The map shows all available POIs according to a selected category (accommodation,
places to visit, restaurants, etc.) and zoom level. When you select the destination, various useful
information is available like description, open hours, booking links, estimated price, suggested
spent time and more. The most important part of this design is the discrete way of presenting
detailed information without flooding the UI and distracting the user.

Figure 9-9. Tripomatic.com screenshot
For example, navigation between the overall schedule, daily schedule and accommodation
selection is being made quite smoothly. In some sense the available information is presented in
several ways with a varying level of detail, from more compact to more analytical, just like the
zoom-in / zoom-out function of the map. Tripomatic also offers to export the plan to a PDF format
and to GPS compatible formats for importing to compatible apps and devices.

9.13 Travel Planning - Patterns and considerations
The collection of applications that we examined definitely contained a lot of interesting ideas.
Focusing on the ones that implemented trip planning, we found that the automatic plan
suggestion was an impressive feature, however we are not certain about its actual value. From
the algorithmic perspective, it can be divided in two parts, the decision, where we select which
attractions to include in the suggestion and the optimization, where we group said attractions to
days in a way that visiting them will be a manageable task for the traveller. There are a lot of
assumptions in this process, from the actual preferences of the customer to his accessibility and
transport means which make the suggestion open for manual editing.
To prevent this issue, some sites have added metadata to their attractions, categorizing them to
groups that can be distinctive among the most distinctive traveller profiles. As such, a family, an
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architecture student or an athlete can filter through the available results isolating exclusively the
ones that would be of interest to them.
Other websites have invested in the social aspect of trip planning. They rely on promotion and
sharing of user-generated content in order to provide their services which gives a more
“handpicked” feeling and experience to the user instead of an uninvested, automated one. This
“experience as a local” is a currently trending feature as well, as people feel they are seeing only
the places that the tourist industry wants them to see. Most times, this is a matter of good
marketing as access to local people all over the planet who are willing to offer their suggestions
is a really hard thing to achieve for a travel planning company.
As more and more destinations become popular, further and more specific information is
required about them. In order for this information to be accurate and valuable, it needs to
originate from a valid source. This problem can scale out of proportions really quickly and, as a
result, a lot of applications decide to function on a limited geographic space for some time or
even indefinitely in order to provide high quality content. This way, they create specific
applications for each available destination, so that the user will download it and have the
information he needs offline and on-the-go.
Another common practice, is that most of the applications receive their information from third
party partners, most notably Google and TripAdvisor. Google is the de-facto standard primarily
on directions even though they impose certain restrictions on the use of their API. These
restrictions are more significant on their maps, and as a result, a lot of operators prefer the lessfeatured but free OpenStreetMap. Now, Google also has information on businesses via its Places
API which is reliant and up-to-date, making it a competitor to TripAdvisor which was until now
the only service available to developers with reviews and ratings on establishments. Gogobot is
entering this area as a competitor as well, encouraging users to submit their reviews and ratings
on a multitude of areas as an attempt to absorb and internalise this information and obtain value
from providing it to other parties. The challenge here is to optimize the amount of outsourced
information while providing a seamless experience to the user.
Finally, the decisive factor in this type of application is the design. A beautiful, concise and
straightforward interface is what separates a mediocre from a successful app. The prime example
of Tripomatic comes to mind, where the application is pretty standard compared to TripHobo or
Inspirock, but the execution is a prime example of how Google’s Material Design can be used to
achieve a valuable application that is also pleasing to the eye.

9.14 Preliminary conclusions (M12)
Specifically, in our case, we are creating a multimodal booking application, which is complex and
valuable as is. Any trip planning related features will be used to add further value and
complement the basic service. With that in mind, we can enhance the user’s experience by adding
value to the multimodality options. For example, given the option to travel with an immediate
flight and one with a 5-hour stop at an airport, no one would choose the latter, unless there was
some motive in place. This motive can be a sub-trip comprised of attractions (sights, restaurants,
graphic routes) nearby the stop point, generated using available third-party data.
In order for any type of application to fully reach its potential, it must exist in all mobile
ecosystems, such as iOS and Android. A web interface is required as well, but should be the
default if an app is not accessible for some reason. This part is key, considering the mobility of the
traveller and the ongoing trend that is replacing laptops with other mobile devices and wearables.
In addition, depending on the scope of our involvement, we can decide whether we will
implement classification of attractions using tags, in order to provide a more personalized
experience. This can be extended, in a way that data is given a score or “importance” which will
decide under what circumstances it should be displayed to the user.
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The competitive advantage of this application should be obvious to the user, considering there
exist a lot of free alternatives. This means providing an intuitive way to authenticate and engage
with it. It is imperative that the app does not impose any limitations upon the user, but instead
enable him to have a hassle-free travel experience.
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10 Annex III – Trenitalia Services for PRM
In order to allow People with Reduced Mobility (PRM) to be in a position to benefit from train
transport services, RFI (Rete Ferroviaria Italiana – the society that manages Italian railway
stations) provides assistance service to Trenitalia passengers through the SALEBLU points of
contact. The SALEBLU (BlueRooms) are points of hospitality and travel organization distributed
over the national territory within 14 major stations (namely Ancona, Bari, Bologna, Firenze,
Genova, Messina, Milano, Napoli, Reggio Calabria, Roma, Torino, Trieste, Venezia, Verona); these
BlueRooms organize and provide support to PRM 24 hours per days throughout a circuit of 270
stations.
The BlueRooms works as point of access for tailoring travel solutions according to the needs of
PRM by providing 1) support in the travel planning, and 2) coordination of the assistance within
the station. In particular the functioning workflow of BlueRooms is as follow:
1) Support in the travel planning – PRMs contact BlueRooms (by phone, email or getting to
the premises of the office), specifying information about the desired travel and the
peculiarities of the assistance service needed. BlueRooms collects the information
provided by the user, assess the request made and identifies the most feasible and
appropriate travel solution, proceeding with a preliminary reservation (PostoBlu) which
will then be finalized by the user from home (through the Trenitalia online portal) or at
the ticket offices within the station.
2) Coordination and assistance within the station – BlueRooms arrange an appointment
with the user at the station and organize with the competent service (namely selected
cooperative organizations) the accompaniment to the selected train. At the appointment,
the assistant accompanies the PRM to the train, providing the support needed to get into
the train and reach his/her reserved seat (e.g. arranging the needed support with lifting
trolleys for wheelchair-bound travellers to get on and off the trains).
This whole service can be arranged both for single and multiple-segment travels, including
assistance at travel exchanges nodes (e.g. for a person getting to a certain train station and to the
airport by train, such as in the case of Roma Termini station to Fiumicino Airport). These services
are provided to individuals in a wheelchair because of illness or disability; individuals with limb
problems or with difficulty in walking; elderly people; pregnant women; blind or visually impaired
people; deaf or hearing impaired people; and people with mental handicaps.
Additionally, BlueRooms actively interacts with Trenitalia services in order to support the overall
travel experience and management for PRM. In particular, information about the PRM
reservation are sent from BlueRooms to the train manager who can consult these information on
the service devices (tablet), and send feedback to the BlueRooms on the compliance of the service
offered to the passenger and even on his/her actual presence on board of the train
Use Case Example
A PRM has to get from London to Firenze with a combined travel solution including a flight from
London to Rome and trains from Rome to Firenze. To this end, after booking the flight from
London to Rome Fiumicino, the PRM can contact the Rome Termini Blue Room (by phone or via
email) to arrange the travel and the assistance service from Fiumicino Airport to Firenze Station.
The Blue Room will define and reserve the most appropriate travel solution (local train from
Fiumicino Airport to Roma Termini, and from Roma Termini station to Firenze Santa Maria
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Novella). The proposed travel solution is communicated to the user who will proceed to finalize
the reservation by paying online through the Trenitalia portal. Once the PRM arrives at the
Fiumicino Airport, the airport assistance will accompany the person to the assistance provided by
Blue Room at the Fiumicino Airport train station, which will support the train boarding procedure
according to the needs specified at the reservation phase. The train from Fiumicino Airport will
bring the person directly to the Rome Termini station where he/she will get the assistance for
boarding the Rome-Firenze train. Finally, at Firenze Santa Maria Novella station, the PRM will be
supported by the assistance staff to get out of the train (with the appropriate devices if needed)
and reach his/her final destination (Firenze).
Similarly, should a PRM be willing to travel from London to Venezia (with a flight from London to
Rome Fiumicino Airport), he/she will contact the Roma Termini Blue Room to arrange the travel
from Rome Fiumicino to Venezia Santa Lucia train station. The PRM will follow the same
procedure described above, opting either for a travel solution with change at Rome Termini or a
direct solution from Fiumicino Airport station directly to Venezia Santa Lucia (available at 11.08
CET or 15.08 CET) should this alternative meet his/her travel needs or preferences. The assistance
is provided at any step of the travel according to the needs specified to the Blue Room at the
moment of the service request.
Booking of Services
Services can be booked in any of the following ways:
• by contacting the Railway Undertaking which provides the transport service;
• by phone
• by going directly to one of the BlueRooms;
• by e-mail to one of the BlueRooms 's mailboxes with details of:
- the departure and/or arrival/connection station (must be on the Disability Service List);
- the departure and return travel date(s), and any preferred times of travel;
- the kind of support required (eg if a fork-lift truck and/or wheelchair is needed) a contact
telephone number, in case it is needed for organizing the journey.
Relevant Links:
• Trenitalia – Assistance to persons with disabilities or reduced mobility
http://www.trenitalia.com/tcom-en/Purchase/Info-&-Contacts/Disabled-passengers
• RFI – Assistance Services in Station http://www.rfi.it/rfi-en/For-persons-withdisability/Services-assistance-in-stations
• RFI – No barrier stations http://www.rfi.it/rfi-en/For-persons-with-disability/Nobarriers-stations
• RFI - RFI network stations equipped with PRM assistance service http://www.rfi.it/rfien/For-persons-with-disability/No-barriers-stations/REGIONI
• RFI – InfoAccessibilità (IT) providing indications on the accessibility of each train station
for PRM http://www.rfi.it/rfi/LINEE-STAZIONI-TERRITORIO/Lestazioni/Accessibilit%C3%A0-stazioni/Info-Accessibilit%C3%A0-stazioni
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11 Annex IV – Accessibility of services in Barcelona Metropolitan
Area
11.1 Railway Network Accessibility
This document is referred to the metropolitan area of Barcelona (AMB) regarding the accessibility
of its public transportation. The urban mobility of the area is offered by three operators. The
three of them is known as the Integrated Railway Network even though ATM have buses during
day and night as well.
• Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de Catalunya (FGC)
• Autoritat del Transport Metropolità (ATM)
• Rodalies de Catalunya (Renfe)
In order to better understand the accessibility of each service and according the information
provided for the companies, the lines are separated from the Integrated Railway Network.

11.2 Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de Catalunya (FGC)
More than 90% of all stations are adapted to people with special needs. There are only 3 stations
that still are not adapted for wheelchair.
Line Barcelona – Vallès
The following railway stations are not adapted for wheelchair mobility:
•
•
•

El Putxet
Sarrià
Peu del Funicular

Figure 11-1. Line Barcelona – Vallès
Line Llobregat – Anoia
All the railways stations are adapted.

Figure 11-2. Line Llobregat – Anoia
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11.3 Rodalies de Catalunya (RENFE)
R1: Molins de Rei – Maçanet – Massanes
The following railway stations are not adapted for wheelchair mobility:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Molins de Rei
Sant Feliu de Llobregat
Sant Joan Despí
Cornellà
Ocata
Sant Pol de Mar

Figure 11-3. Line R1
R2: Sant Vicenç de Calders – Barcelona Estació de França R2 Nord: Castelledefels – Granollers
Centre
R2 Sud: Aeroport T2 – Maçanet – Massanes
The following railway stations are not adapted for wheelchair mobility:
•
•
•

Bellvitge
Barcelona – Sant Andreu Comtal
Montcada I Reixac

•
•
•
•

Mollet – Sant Fost
Granollers Centre
Llinars del Vallès
Barcelona – Estació de França

Figure 11-4. Line R2
R3: Hospitalet de Llobregat – La Tor de Querol - Enveug
The following railway stations are not adapted for wheelchair mobility:
•
•

Barcelona – Sant Andreu Comtal
Montcada Bifurcació
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Montacada – Ripollet
Santa Perpètua de Moguda
Mollet Santa Rosa
Parets del Vallès
Granollers – Canovelles
Les Franqueses del Vallès
La Garriga
Figaró
Santa Maria de Centelles
Centelles
Balenyà – Els Hostalets
Balenyà – Tona – Seva
Manlleu
Sant Quirze de Besora
Ribes de Freser
Planoles
Puigcerdà
La Tor de Querol - Enveig

Figure 11-5. Line R3
R3: Sant Vicenç de Calders - Manresa
The following railway stations are not adapted for wheelchair mobility:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

El Vendrell
L’Arboç
Els Monjos
Vilafranca del Penedès
La Granada
Lavern – Subirats
Sant Sadurní d’Anoia
Gelida
Castellbisbal
El Papiol
Molins de Rei
Sant Feliu de Llobregat
Sant Joan Despí
Cornellà
Barcelona – Sant Andreu Arenal
Montcada Bifuració
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Montcada I Reixac – Manresa
Sabadell Centre
Sant Miquel de Gonteres – Viladecavalls
Viladecavalls
Vacarisses – Torreblanca
Vacarisses
Castellbeli I el Vilar – Monistrol de Montserrat
Sant Vicenç de Castellet
Manresa

Figure 11-6. Line R4
R7: Barcelona - Sant Andreu Arenal – Cerdanyola Universitat
The following railway stations are not adapted for wheelchair mobility:
•
•
•
•

Barcelona – Sant Andreu Arenal
Montcada Bifurcació
Montcada i Reixac – Manresa
Cerdanyola Universitat

Figure 11-7. Line R7
R8: Martorell – Granollers Centre
The following railway stations are not adapted for wheelchair mobility:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Castellbisbal
Rubí
Sant Cugat del Vallès
Cerdanyola Universitat
Mollet – Sant Fost
Granollers Centre
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Figure 11-8. Line R8

11.4 Autoritat del Transport Metropolità (ATM)
All the underground system is adapted excepted for some stations that will be adapted along the
time. Here you can find an underground map from Barcelona in which the non-adapted stations
are marked.
The following railway stations are not adapted for wheelchair mobility:
Line 1 (Red)
Plaça de Sants
Espanya
Urquinaona
Clot

Line 3 (Green)
Espanya
Vallcarca

Line 4 (Yellow)
Maragall
Verdaguer
Urquinaona
Ciutadella
Jaume I (on
progress)

Line 5 (Blue)
Virrei Amat
Maragall
Verdaguer
Plaça Sants

Moreover, all the buses from the ATM are adapted 100% for disabled people.
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